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A creativity support tool called the Expressive Creative Overview (ECHO) sys-
tem has been developed in this thesis. It has two main functionalities; one
which supports artists to organize their creative processes and the other pro-
vides feedback from their fans. While it is not aimed at improving creativity,
the system’s goal is to support the creative process. In technical terms, this
happens by creating musical version and enabling artists to get reviews on
musical versions they post.
A focus group, in addition to the artists input, assisted in defining user re-
quirements. Design Science and Shneiderman’s principles for creativity sup-
port tools provided valuable frameworks for research into the topics of creative
supports tools and implementing a web-based system as an artifact.
Final evaluation of the ECHO system showed that both usability and learn-
ability reached satisfactory user scores. Comments from experts showed an
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1.1 Motivation and Background
For the past ten years, I have been working with electronic music, it has been
my passion and hobby for over one-third of my lifetime. In recent years this
has made me a semi-established artist in the progressive house and trance
genre, under the production alias “Naden”. This interest in building and re-
fining ideas into music, taking strange sounds and melodies, and weaving an
audiovisual experience in time, has led me to some interesting ideas of how to
go through the process of making music.
I was also interested in utilizing technology in a creative process such as mak-
ing music, keeping an overview of iterative versions of music was one of the
tasks I focused on. The prototype system that I have developed is a web appli-
cation, the system was called the ECHO system (Expressive Creative History
Overview), an overview and feedback system for creative work, in this case
music.
When using versioning software such as Git (GIT, 2017) for example, the goal
is often to reach a final state of a shippable product. With art, it is often not
the final version that is the best version. According to Fischer and Nakakoji, to
do creative work means that the final design is not known, and thus the goal
should be to explore the potential conceptual space of an idea (Fischer and
Nakakoji, 1994). Sometimes an artist will have to build on previous musicla
versions, to prevent the soundtrack to appear "over produced" or "inappropri-
ately produced". The choice of making a musical composition the best it can
be, rather than just settling on a personal preferred version is something that I
and many other artists value. Some artists may not value working with music
in this way, and thus some of the functionalities included in the ECHO system,
may not be of value to them.
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1.1.1 The One Man Band
The creative landscape has changed tremendously the last century due to tech-
nology. One of the art forms that has changed the most over the years is music
creation. Back in the early days of electronic music there still was a band struc-
ture in most electronic bands. There was a keyboardist, drummer and guitarist.
Feedback between the band members was exchanged naturally between them,
and thus the resulting work was a product of many minds.
In electronic music today, productions are often done in a "one man band", ev-
ery virtual instrument is played and controlled by one person. With today’s
electronic artists, feedback is sometimes only between the artist and the fans,
often the artist will only get criticism on music after it has been released. The
duration of this feedback loop could start months after the music was initially
created.
By implementing a system between the artist and fans that can blind test ver-
sions, it could be possible to give the artist an impression of what version is
the most optimal, as well as improving the thought process behind a musical
project. The feedback between band members in the old days can be simulated
again.
There are commercially similar systems to the one I propose, such as Sound-
cloud for example (Soundcloud, 2017), users can upload their music and get
feedback on their tracks with markers right on the waveform of the track.
Soundcloud is focused on the listening experience of music rather than de-
livering valuable, detailed and unbiased feedback to the artist. At the time of
writing, the system also has no rating system on the content, only a "heart" but-
ton. Splice is also a system that closely resembles Soundcloud, however it has
more focus on collaboration between artists and promoting software, not so
much on feedback, it also has a powerful version control system in the form of
a version tree (Splice, 2017). Another notable system is Allihoopa (Allihoopa,
2017). Allihoopa is a hybrid of Soundcloud and Splice but it focuses more on
the stylistic presentation of music. In comparison to Soundcloud and Splice,
Allihoopa is considered to have weaker functionalities than Soundcloud and
Splice. Section 2.5 describes in more depth about the differences between these
platforms.
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Since these three platforms are developed by large companies, it was not pos-
sible to create a system that outperformed them in terms of response time,
upload speed and security. However it was possible to create a prototype that
could explore the idea of organizing music versions, and testing different ver-
sions of creative work on listeners to receive feedback.
1.1.2 Why add an extra step?
Commonly there are not many logistical steps between the finalized produc-
tion of a track, to when it is released the public. Fans trust the ability of the
artist to make the right production choices, and present them the best possible
version of the musical production. In this thesis, a structuralist view of work-
ing with music in creativity support tools is explored, a workflow of trying
to push the musical production to the highest point technically and creatively.
Personally when it comes to a project, I tend to end up with a couple of ver-
sions that are based on the same foundation of sounds but with a different feel
in each one of them. What version becomes the final production is just my own
intuition, and I have often been proved to be wrong in what version I thought
would be the best. A real example of this, is when I released the track "Snow
In Cairo", the track was far from finished, and I would not have considered it
ready for release. I lost the project files of the project, and ended up having
to release the unfinished version. To my surprise, the track ended up being
one of my most appreciated works. In retrospect, had I developed this track
through the ECHO system, I dare say that the fans would have given an indi-
cation when the track reached its peak at this point in production.
What is the point of having an extra layer of software upon an already complex
work process such as making music? Since the process of music and art is so
audiovisual, why not make creation process visual, as well. The proposed
system that was developed, was based on ideas I had generated through my
own experience and discussions with fellow artist friends. According to Paul
Graham in his book "Hackers & Painters: Big Ideas from the Computer Age"
(Graham, 2004), you get good design if the designer himself is an intended
user of the software:
“You’re most likely to get good design if the intended users include the designer him-
self. When you design something for a group that doesn’t include you, it tends to be for
people you consider to be less sophisticated than you, not more sophisticated. That’s a
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problem, because looking down on the user, however benevolently, seems inevitably to
corrupt the designer.”
Being an intended user of the software, and the designer as well, proved to be
challenging. It was important to ensure that the development of the prototype
followed principles and rules established in the research of creativity support
tools.
1.2 Research Questions
The research questions listed below encompass the two main functionalities
of the system that was developed. The first one was based around the core
concept of the system, visualization and organization of music versions. The
second question was about the review system which is supposed to help the
artist make decision on what version to choose.
1. Is it possible to develop a creativity support tool that gives content cre-
ators a better overview of their ideas?
2. To what degree can a creativity support tool help content creators make
easier choices, and decide which version to finalize?
1.2.1 Research Question 1
This first question addressed the issue of storing and keeping track of progress
in creative projects. Often in electronic music, a project can have a large amount
of versions, from my experience a number between 5 and 30 is not uncommon.
Developing a overview system that visualizes the versions and branching of
one’s project, is something that myself and fellow artists could see potential in.
1.2.2 Research Question 2
The second research question addresses the issue of knowing when to stop a
project. In art forms such as painting and music making it will sometimes be
commercially beneficial to stop the exploration of an idea or project. Progress-
ing further will maybe end up making it sound "inappropriately produced".
The majority of artists refer to this concept as a production that is "overpro-
duced", meaning it has gone past a point where the musical production would
appeal to more users. Inappropriately produced is the point of which a musi-
cal production becomes stuffed with too many effects or unnecessary melodic
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clutter. The creation of the review functionality inside the ECHO system was
a tool that could potentially help solve this.
1.3 Chapters Overview
The thesis has in Chapter 1 started with a background and motivation for the
creation of a system. Chapter 2 is about relevant theories and similar appli-
cations. In Chapter 3 the methods and methodologies used in the thesis were
presented and explained. The development tools of the system as well as it-
erations and testing is written about in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 the resulting
prototype was presented. In Chapter 6, the evaluation of the prototype, the
different evaluations and their results were discussed. Chapter 7 discussed
the thesis as a whole: methods, theories and the prototype in relation to the





The first step of my thesis was to review and research the topic of creativity
support systems. Google scholar and Mendeley were used to find relevant
research using search words such as: "creativity", "creativity and technology",
"creativity support systems" and "creativity support tools". In this literature re-
view, definitions and concepts generated around creativity were explored and
discussed. Before exploring creativity support tools, it was important to have
an understanding of what creativity meant.
In addition to establishing the notion of creativity, a review of creativity sup-
port tools theories, or sometimes called creativity support systems, was con-
ducted. The research area of creativity support tools is relatively small, but
as technology advances, further research is being conducted on creativity in
relation to technology. There is a large number of disciplines discussed in cre-
ativity support tools research, this thesis is focusing mostly on the art making
aspects of creativity support tools.
2.1 Creativity
Before exploring the field of creativity support tools, the fundamental concept
of creativity was first reviewed, what definitions and views currently exist was
explored. An incredibly large amount of work has been written on creativity,
many different definitions and explanations on the phenomenon has been pro-
posed by researchers. The central definitions of creativity was adopted in this
thesis, and how do these definitions translate into to producing artifacts such
as creativity support tools.
One of the most widely known researchers on creativity is Margaret Boden.
She is a research professor in the field of cognitive science, and has written
a number of publications since 1972. Much of her work has been focused on
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creativity, specifically the book: "The Creative Mind: Myths and Mechanisms"
(Boden, 2004). In this book she presents her definition of creativity as the fol-
lowing:
“Creativity is the ability to come up with ideas or artifacts that are new, surprising,
and valuable.”
Boden further explains that ideas can be many things such as: concepts, po-
ems, musical compositions, scientific theories, cooking recipes, choreography,
jokes and etc. And that artifacts are objects such as paintings, sculptures, en-
gines, vacuum cleaners, pottery, origami. After this she further argues that
creativity is not a skill reserved only for the elite, it is not a special "faculty" but
an integral part of human intelligence in general (Boden, 2004).
2.1.1 Romantic and Non-Romantic
In the book, Boden categorizes psychologists in two types, romantic and non-
romantic. The romantics have a spiritual view on creativity, viewing it as a
mysterious concept which is emerging from unconscious unseen processes. To
the romantics the gift of creativity is something that one is born with, talent is
innate and can be squandered but not taught, she writes. In summary Boden
argues that the romantic view of creativity is nothing more than suggestive
and it provides no understanding of creativity. Non-romantic views of cre-
ativity often include theories that are bound in scientific results and research
(Boden, 2004).
This thesis will reference definitions that are based on non-romantic views,
theories and systems for creativity that have been tested and reviewed. First
a look at how the idea finding aspect of creativity is divided, later the creative
process and then the creative product. The three different types of idea finding,
Combination, exploration and transformation describes the different ways the
mind work to produce a creative idea. The idea generated is what drives the
creative process that later produces the creative output or product.
2.1.2 Idea Finding
In regards to creative ideas, Boden argues that ideas have to be not only new
but also new to the creator for it to be considered creative. Boden also focuses
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her theory on three different categories of creativity: Combination, Exploration
and Transformation (Boden, 2004).
Combination
This first type of creative thinking pattern in idea finding Boden presents is
Combination. It involves creating unfamiliar combinations of familiar ideas,
such as for example taking a politician and comparing him or her to an ani-
mal. The combined idea could have been generated through a random event,
however the idea has to mean something to someone, or prove a point (Boden,
2004).
It can be argued that no creative idea is truly original, because new artifacts
and ideas build upon previously recorded information or thoughts. This is the
case in music creation, a musical genre is the result of taking previous ideas
and standards and combining them into something new. There are different
types of originality in regards to creativity, psychological and historical cre-
ativity (P-Creatvity and H-Creativity) which is discussed in Section 2.1.2.
Exploration
Exploratory creativity is the second form of creativity that Boden discusses in
her book, in this form of creativity, a conceptual idea structured is explored
inside the mind. The conceptual space in your mind is a combination of the
domain the idea is based in, and your previous experience with the concept
(Boden, 2004).
For example, when an artist makes music, sometimes starting out with explo-
ration can be very powerful method in generating a new idea. The artist will
maybe start out by creating a simple melody, then expand and explore the idea
in different directions, changing the internal rules set in the conceptual space
around the genre.
Transformation
The last form of creativity Boden discusses is transformation, conceptualizing
ideas by changing one’s way of thinking.
“The deepest cases of creativity involve someone’s thinking something which, with
respect to the conceptual spaces in their minds, they could not have thought before
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(Boden, 2004). ”
She then describes that the impossible idea can exist if the previous thinking-
style is changed in one form or another. The style of thinking is changed and
transformed, resulting eventually in ideas and concepts that previously were
unheard of, and unthinkable. You have to know the rules before you can break
them, this is exactly how transformational creativity works to generate ideas.
All of these three types of creativity intertwine and make up what is considered
the creative mind, different styles of creative thinking exist by utilizing these
types of creative thinking on different levels. In the next section P-creativity
and H-creativit is explained, when creative ideas are generated they can be
either psychologically creative or historically creative.
P and H-creativity
When discussing creativity in the sense of originality, Boden mentions two dif-
ferent types of originality in creative work: P-Creativity and H-Creativity. Bo-
den distinguishes between what is called psychological creativity (P-creativity),
and historical creativity (H-creativity).
Psychological creativity means the emergence of an idea, or concept that is new
to the person that synthesized it. The idea might not be significant historically,
but even though the idea has been conceptualized before, the idea can still be
called creative. H-creativity is similar to P-creativity in that it is still new and
significant to the creator, but the ideas are different from P-creative ideas in
that they are historically original (Boden, 2004).
Different fields of research value these two forms of creativity differently. For
example, in the field of psychology when researching personal creativity, P-
creativity will be valuable. Studying the thinking pattern of a person, that led
to generating an idea, could be basis for using P-creativity. In contrast, engi-
neering research might be more interested in historical creativity since much
of the research builds upon novel artifacts instead of researching origins of an
idea.
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2.1.3 The Creative Work Process
There has been done a large amount of work on the creative process through
the last fifty years, however according to Todd Lubart the models are not de-
tailed enough in how the different processes generate creative ideas (Lubart,
2001). In this section the focus is on defining the overall schools of the creative
processes rather than the sub processes which is not agreed upon by many re-
searchers.
In his paper "Creativity Support Tools: Accelerating Discovery and Innova-
tion" (Shneiderman, 2007), Ben Shneiderman mentions that a large amount of
work has been done on creativity throughout the years, especially in the cogni-
tive sciences. But in relation to computer and information science, the research
of creativity is scarce at best. Shneiderman further writes that creativity can
be narrowed down to three different "schools": structuralists, inspirationalists
and situationalists.
Structuralists
The structuralists view of creativity is that in order to be creative, different
steps has to be taken in order to reach a creative product or idea. Preparation,
incubation, illumination and verification could be some of these steps (Shnei-
derman, 2007). Having a structuralistic creative work process, is then to step
outside of individual personal organization of ideas and rather utilize an ex-
ternal methodological way of thinking, such as using creativity support tools
to structure ideas.
Inspirationalists
The inspirationalists view on creativity is breaking away from familiar struc-
tures and systems will elicit more creative solutions. Shneiderman also writes
that the inspirationalists will encourage the change of location, traveling to
scenic locations and look at random photos and structures. He also describes
that inspirationalists promote techniques such as meditation, hypnosis, dream-
ing, playful exploration, sketching, concept mapping and visualization as well,
to discover hidden ideas and to see a bigger picture. The whole goal of inspi-
rationalists can be summarized down to breaking free of preconstructed meth-
ods of creativity so that they can break through what he calls the "aha!" or
eureka moment (Shneiderman, 2007).
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Situationalists
The situationalists view of understanding creativity is situated on the social
structure around the creative subject. They will try to understand all the social
aspects behind the creative mind such as: investigating family history, their
relationships with teachers, peers and mentors. They also argue the need for
consultation during early stages of creativity to avoid what Shneiderman de-
scribes as being "ridiculed", "rejected", "a rip-off". In later stages of a creative
project, concepts such as validation, refinement and dissemination are studied.
Shneriderman summarize that situationalists try to understand the rewards
and recognitions one would get as a creative person (Shneiderman, 2007).
These three views on creative processes are largely agreed upon by researchers
in different fields as the three different areas of researching creativity. This the-
sis adopts a structuralistic view for the development of the creativity support
tool prototype.
2.1.4 The Creative Product
The creative product is generally agreed upon as being either a concept or an
artifact, and it differs in psychology as opposed to engineering design that a
creative product can be an idea rather than a finished product. Psychologists
with a romantic view see the creative product as something magical and mys-
terious (Boden, 2004), but the focus in this thesis is on non-romantic views,
romantic views will not be discussed.
Howard et al in their paper: "Information as an input into the creative pro-
cess" (Howard, Culley, and Dekoninck, 2006), present their own definition of
the creative product, or as they call it "creative output". They argue in their
paper that even though in the engineering design process a creative product is
a solution, they acknowledge that their definition is about the creative "idea"
and can thus also be used as a definition of thoughts rather than only tangible
artifacts (Howard, Culley, and Dekoninck, 2006). They propose that a creative
output or product is the following:
“A novel idea that is both unobvious and appropriate. ”
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They discuss three different concepts or "attributes" in regards to this defini-
tion: Originality, Appropriateness and Obviousness, these are explained in the
next section.
Originality
When defining originality, Howard et al reference Boden’s work in regards to
P-Creativity and H-Creativity (see Section 2.1.2). They discuss the concept of
P and H-creativity in that if the research domain is psychological or engineer-
ing, P and H-creativity is of different importance. Howard et al further explain
originality, in that unrestrained creative tasks such as working with art, origi-
nality is easier to achieve, because the end goal is not often known. In contrast,
when working with a product or solution that moves towards a goal, all legal
moves and operations are known, and the process goes from being creative
to a more logical process, thus less ideas are generated (Howard, Culley, and
Dekoninck, 2006).
Appropriateness
Sometimes the result of research of creative processes leads to artifacts or ideas
that are new and novel. It is then up to the researcher or the creator to evaluate
the results and then add context and deem it appropriate or not. Howard et al
reference the famous example of the two researchers Robert Woodrow Wilson
and Arno Penzias. They had presented one of the most important discoveries
in the history of cosmology, by discovering the background radiation of the big
bang, completely by accident. Although they did not know the significance of
their discovery at the time, they later became aware of it, when a friend of
Penzias told them about a paper that was being written about the explosion
that was the origin of the universe. They were awarded the Nobel Prize for
Physics for understanding their data, putting it in context and judging its ap-
propriateness to an existing field. Howard et al then argue that understanding
appropriateness is coupled with the implementation of creative ideas, which
in turn lead to innovative works (Howard, Culley, and Dekoninck, 2006).
Obviousness
The last requirement for creativity Howard et al discusses is obviousness. For
an idea to be considered creative, it has to be unobvious, Howard et al write
that the concept is not easy to quantify or qualify. They describe an example
with two different commercial competitors who both face the same problem,
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and execute the same solution or idea, leading to an obvious idea. The re-
sulting obvious idea is considered less creative than an idea unobvious to the
creator (Howard, Culley, and Dekoninck, 2008).
2.2 Creativity Support Tools
In creativity research, the technological revolution led to many new fields of
study, around the turn of the century the research area of creativity support
tools started being discussed. Creativity support tools research is interdis-
ciplinary, some of the disciplines are cognitive, human computer interaction
and engineering design. These tools are created with an aim to augment hu-
man cognitive thinking and to build better artifacts that make creators more
creative. One of the most notable researchers in the field of Creativity support
tools Ben Shneiderman describe creativity support tools as following:
“Creativity support tools extend users’ capability to make discoveries or inventions
from early stages of gathering information, hypothesis generation, and initial produc-
tion, through the later stages of refinement, validation, and dissemination. ”(Shnei-
derman, 2007).
In their paper about context awareness in creativity support tools (which was
found to be outside the scope this thesis) Siellis et al present a more general
definition:
“Creativity support tools are used to simulate the creativity techniques and create
environments which guide the user to become more creative ”(Sielis, Tzanavari, and
Papadopoulos, 2009).
In the next section, Shneiderman’s principles in relation to creativity support
tools are explained. The principles act as guidelines that must be fulfilled in
order to make a system that support the creative process. These principles was
followed and used as guidelines in creation of the ECHO prototype.
2.3 Schneiderman’s Principles
Ben Shneiderman’s principles on creativity support tools, is a set of 12 overall
design principles that acts as a guide for developers making such tools. Some
of the principles have appeared in earlier work on creativity support tools, but
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the first formalization of the 12 principles was presented in a creativity sup-
port tools workshop report in 2005 (Resnick et al., 2005), the NSF sponsored
workshop gathered 25 research leaders and graduate students to exchange ex-
perience, and discuss research on creativity support tools.
The following principles proposed by Shneiderman et al, describe loosely what
functionality and methods should be implemented in an application designed
to support content creators. The principles have been developed by Ben Shnei-
derman and many colleagues during the research of different creativity sup-
port tools. They do specify that the principles are not fully fleshed out and
they are open for discussion and interpretation, however I found them to be
suitable for my thesis. The principles are listed below:
1. Support exploration
2. Low threshold, high ceiling, and wide walls
3. Support many paths and many styles
4. Support collaboration
5. Support open interchange
6. Make it as simple as possible and maybe even simpler
7. Choose boxes carefully
8. Invent things that you would want to use yourself
9. Balance user suggestions with observation and participatory processes
10. Iterate, iterate then iterate again
11. Design for designers
12. Evaluate your tools
2.3.1 Support Exploration
Supporting exploration in a creativity support tool means that a creativity sup-
port tool should enable the user to explore the system itself. The first require-
ment for exploration, is that for the users of the software, it must be easy to
try out things and see the effect of the functionality, and also to be able to
backtrack if necessary. Resnick et al propose that "undo" functionality can be
very powerful in creativity support tools, but can be hard to implement. The
second requirement proposed is that tools should be "self-revealing", meaning
that what can be done within the system is clear to the user (Resnick et al.,
2005).
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2.3.2 Low threshold, high ceiling, and wide walls
With low threshold, it meant that the user should have an easy way to under-
stand and use the application just by looking at it, it should be easy for novices
to pick up the tool and get started. The tool should have a high ceiling so that
expert users can potentially expand their projects and explore more complex
ideas. A creativity support tool can be said to have "wide walls" if the tool have
a large range of functionalities to explore and test. Concerns are discussed on
this point, systems with low threshold usually have limited functionality, and
in contrast, systems with high ceilings are hard to get into. The challenge is
making tools that are easy to use but support powerful and rich functionality
(Resnick et al., 2005).
2.3.3 Support many paths and many styles
The third principle, is that the tool should support different styles of creative
work processes. The application structure should allow for customizable lay-
out, and the user should be able to change for example background colors/im-
ages. This is so that the creative worker can set up the tool to match the work-
ing setup inside his or her mind. In other words the user should not be re-
stricted to working and using the software in a specific way to reach his or her
goals (Resnick et al., 2005).
A good example of a creativity support tool that support this principle is FL
Studio (FL Studio, 2017). This tool supports almost infinite ways of creating
music, it does this by having a set of basic powerful functionalities such as a
step sequencer, piano roll and mixer. The user is free to build upon the power-
ful platform by using plug-ins and custom third-party tools.
2.3.4 Support Collaboration
Supporting collaboration is the fourth principle discussed by Resnick et al.
Collaboration in this sense, meaning a collective effort to bring a creative project
to a desired state. They mention that creative work is sometimes done by
groups of people, and since the introduction of the Internet, it has become
much easier to support collaboration over long distances. They also expand
on the concept of collaboration in that it is not exclusive to just work together
in a system, but can also be just exploring the techniques and ideas of others on
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the same creative problem, through search engines such as Google for example
(Resnick et al., 2005).
2.3.5 Support Open Interchange
Often the creative process requires the introduction of external tools and trans-
ferring of project data. To encourage collaborative work, the creators need to
have the ability to customize tools for exchange and control of their projects.
Enabling the users to exchange their ideas and projects is crucial for the devel-
opment of a creative idea (Resnick et al., 2005). This ties back the example in
Section 2.3.3 where FL studio has the ability to orchestrate different plug-ins.
2.3.6 Make it as simple as possible and maybe even simpler
The system should, as mentioned earlier, have a low threshold for new users
and high ceiling for advanced users, this means that advanced functions should
he hidden in some way, but at the same time easily accessible. Making a system
simpler can sometimes result in reducing the ceiling, and lower the threshold.
Resnick et al discuss that sometimes a simpler and less fleshed-out featurewise
tool will lead to a better user experience, and it might not necessarily be bad for
the creator to have fewer features, since it can lead to more creative solutions
(Resnick et al., 2005).
2.3.7 Choose black boxes carefully
Black boxes are what the user does not see when interacting with a system. It
can be difficult to choose which elements the users are able to interact with, be-
cause it will directly affect what the user can do with the tool. Giving the user
too much control over the inner workings of a system can lead to confusion
and a high threshold (Resnick et al., 2005). By carefully planning what the user
should be able to manipulate and see, it makes it easier to prevent erroneous
choices.
2.3.8 Invent things that you would want to use yourself
Similar to Paul Graham (Graham, 2004), Resnick et al also claim that one is
more likely to do a better job as a designer of a system when the intended user
is oneself. They then mention that the users should be presented a tool or sys-
tem that the designers themselves would want to use, as it is more respectful to
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the users. Creativity support tools do not succeed in a vacuum, having a large
community built around the tools, the result is a more enjoyable experience for
the content creators (Resnick et al., 2005).
2.3.9 Balance user suggestions, with observation and partici-
patory processes
Involving the users early in a project is necessary in order to specify require-
ments. Resnick et al argue that successful system developers and designers
spend time with the users, taking notes from focus groups and individual user
tests. However they also mention that users can sometimes ask for functional-
ity that is too flexible, resulting in tools that are possible to break. They suggest
that restricting the flexibility to only where it would make a difference in the
experience of the user (Resnick et al., 2005).
An example of this, is the software synthesizer "Sylenth1" (Sylenth1, 2017), it
has a set of parameters or "knobs" that have a maximum limit, the knobs can
not turn past a certain point in all cases. The result is that the tool will be
harder to break, and it ensures that the sounds produced by an artist is within
boundaries of what is listenable.
2.3.10 Iterate, iterate then iterate again
This principle builds on the fact that no great work comes without trying new
things and rigorous experimentation. By having many iterations, the tool can
be chiseled out in finer steps, resulting in a tool that is more likely to meet
the expectations of the end-users. Resnick et al emphasize that the principle
both apply to the user and the developers of the system, the users themselves
should want to iterate on their ideas (musical versions in the case of this the-
sis). They highlight tree simple steps that are important to the iteration of a
prototype:
1. As a developer it is important to observe the users of the tool and record
their experience by non-intrusive methods
2. The result of the observation is analyzed and changes to the design are
applied
3. When the new design has been decided upon, implement the new design
into the prototype and repeat the first step
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2.3.11 Design for designers
Resnick et al explain that designers want to have tools that help them invent
new things, they want simple tools that facilitate powerful builds and projects
(Resnick et al., 2005). They also mention the example of LEGO, where indi-
vidual bricks, while very simplistic, can be used as building blocks to create
more complex structures. In terms of music creation, any musical digital au-
dio work station, can be used to first create individual pieces of music, which
can then be assembled into bigger pieces. The digital audio workstation is in
some sense a software version of a LEGO system.
2.3.12 Evaluate your tools
Evaluation of creativity support tools is universally seen as a challenge to most
researchers in the area, since it is not often easy to quantify if a user has become
more creative with the use of a tool. However Resnick et al mention that it is
possible to use metrics that ensure that the user is not hindered in creativity,
meaning that the software should at least be responsive and clear to use. Us-
ability testing, qualitative interviews and questionnaires could be some of the
common methods that will ensure that the system is user friendly while not
hindering creativity (Resnick et al., 2005).
These principles were utilized as guidelines for the ideation phase of the pro-
totype, and also for structuring the development of the prototype. In terms of
evaluation there is some compatibility between Design Science (see Section 3.1)
and Schneiderman’s principles, as they both support scientific rigor in regards
to evaluation of tools.
2.4 Versioning
Since the ECHO system implemented version-tree visualization of versions,
theory about versioning was used to formulate what information should be
recorded in the system along with the music files. Jenny Brace wrote an ar-
ticle suggesting some techniques and implementations developers of version-
ing systems should take into consideration. The best practices she points out
comes from The Version Identification Framework (VIF) (Brace, 2008). The VIF
was created in order to help develop best practice versioning in repositories,
but the practices also apply to any software that uses some form of versioning.
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2.4.1 Versions
Even though the VIF refers to versioning in the form of creative writing, it is
fair to say that the definition also applies to other forms of art such as electronic
music. In the article about VIF, Brace explains versioning as following:
“A "version" is a digital object (in whatever format) that exists in time and place
and has a context that can be described by the relationship it has to one or more other
objects.”(Brace, 2008).
In regards to the relationship between versions, Brace explains it as following:
“A ’version relationship’ is an understanding or expression of how two or more objects
relate to each other.”(Brace, 2008).
Brace then proceeds to further explain best practices in versioning according
to VIF.
2.4.2 Best practices in versioning
Brace points out some important factors that should be present when making
a versioning system. She suggests that the best and most accurate information
comes from the content providers themselves at the time of deposit, identify-
ing the version and what relation the object has to others. The deposit and
insertion of meta data about the version should "be an essential part of the in-
gestion process" (Brace, 2008).
She also lists a number of basic needs the system should have when submitting
a new version:
• Use a numbering system that denotes major revisions.
• Make explicit the author, title and date last changed, and version status
on all versions of work. This can be done:
– descriptively within the object, for example, on a title page, title
slide, first frame of film and so on.
– by using a clear, updated and relevant filename for every different
version.
– by filling in available "properties" "details" or "ID tags".
After suggesting these essential needs when submitting a version to a system,
she expands on what required information should be recorded in the system.
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2.4.3 The Essential Versioning Information
Brace mentions that the VIF introduces a number of essential functional re-
quirements that should be in place for a versioning system to function opti-
mally, the ones listed below are the ones that will be relevant to the thesis:
• Defined dates
– A date may be the only information required to differentiate be-
tween versions.
• Identifiers
– An identifier could be a name, id or some other unique identifica-
tions such as an unique graphical icon.
• Version Numbering
– A version number could for example be that a version has a number
of 127, the following version could be named 127_2 either manually
or automatically.
• Text Description
– Written descriptions should be one of the clearest methods for plac-
ing the version in relation to other versions.
2.5 Related Applications
Creative support tools span many different disciplines, this thesis is structured
around the development of a creativity support tool supporting the organiza-
tion, visualization and review of music projects. To position the thesis work,
three similar applications that support music creation are presented: Splice
(Splice, 2017), Soundcloud (Soundcloud, 2017) and Allihoopa (Allihoopa, 2017).
2.5.1 Splice
Splice is probably the largest of the three applications in terms of offered func-
tionality (see Figure 2.1). Splice focuses on version control of music simi-
lar to that of Git (GIT, 2017). It managed the project files of artists through
a desktop application which then synchronizes to the web application. The
system has powerful visualization tools called DNA visualization, which dis-
plays changes and structures of the individual sound samples inside the music
project itself.
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FIGURE 2.1: Splice web application
Although the base functionality of Splice is free, they have a subscription solu-
tion aimed at selling samples and audio plugins to the users. The system has
tools for exploring already existing music within the Splice application, but
this part of the application is of the less focus than the production and version
control system.
2.5.2 Soundcloud
Soundcloud has the largest userbase of the three systems (Soundcloud, 2017).
The system is a website that is aimed at promoting music, but also can function
as a creativity support tool. It consists of different types of content providers
such as musicians, labels and promoters. The content creators are free to
choose how they want to present their work to the listeners, as long as it is
within the rules of the website.
One of the functionalities Soundcloud has is a dashboard where new music
appears, based on which channels the user is subscribed to (see Figure 2.2).
Soundcloud also has a powerful integrated music player that is located at a
fixed position on the bottom of the page, enabling queuing and playback of
music as the user browses the platform.
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FIGURE 2.2: Soundcloud website
2.5.3 Allihoopa
Allihoopa (Allihoopa, 2017) is a stylistic and clean website very similar to both
Soundcloud and Splice, but it has a much smaller userbase. The website fo-
cuses on collaboration between users, as well as offering some tools for cre-
ation of music. However the tools do not have direct integration with the
website, and the users are required to upload the tracks to the website via mp3
files, which is similar to how Soundcloud operates.
The overall layout on Allihoopa is very similar to Soundcloud in that it has
a dashboard with music relevant to the user’s interest, and it also has a fixed
player that can play music while the user browses the website (see Figure 2.3).
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In this chapter, methods used for the development of the ECHO system are
presented. A combination of a framework such as Design Science, Shneider-
man’s principles 2.3 and Kanban was used.
3.1 Design Science
I have used Design Science as my theoretical framework for this study, follow-
ing in the guidelines listed in the article by Hevner et al (Hevner et al., 2004).
Design science is a problem solving process, and the guidelines are created to
ensure the quality of research, resulting in an artifact as a novel solution to a
research problem.
3.1.1 Guideline 1: Design as an artifact
“Design-science research must produce a viable artifact in the form of a construct, a
model, a method, or an instantiation.”(Hevner et al., 2004)
Research done with Design Science must bring something into the world. Ei-
ther in the form of a model, construct, method or instantiation in this case.
Instantiating an artifact is to demonstrate a solution to either a previous infor-
mation system problem or a new problem. In this thesis the web application
was expected to work as an instantiation of a creativity support tool, a solution
to the research questions involving version visualization and user feedback.
3.1.2 Guideline 2: Problem Relevance
The objective of Design Science is to design and develop new solutions rele-
vant to important business problems, the artifact created must be innovative
and novel in its design. Something of value must be explored and brought
to the table of knowledge in information systems (Hevner et al., 2004). My
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application was aimed to do this through making a system for helping music
creators make an accurate choice based on fan feedback whether a version of
work is final or not.
3.1.3 Guideline 3: Design Evaluation
“The utility, quality, and efficacy of a design artifact must be rigorously demonstrated
via well executed evaluation methods. Evaluation is a crucial component of the re-
search process.”(Hevner et al., 2004).
Only thorough evaluation of the system will shed light on whether or not the
system has succeeded in solving the research questions.
After the individual user testing sessions, users will be asked to give feedback
on the use of the software. This will lead either to prove the design effective
or faulty leading to further iterations. Evaluation of the system is discussed
further in Section 6.
3.1.4 Guideline 4: Research Contributions
In this guideline, Hevner suggest that Effective Design Science research must
provide clear contributions in the areas of the design artifact, design founda-
tion, and/or methodologies (Hevner et al., 2004). My artifact aims to con-
tribute in the research area of creativity support tools by building a web appli-
cation based on the principles provided by Shneiderman and colleagues.
3.1.5 Guideline 5: Research Rigor
This guideline addresses in which way research conducted is rigorous. The use
of techniques and methods that are well tested and defined is important when
conducting Design Science Research. Often the goal is to try to explain how
well the artifact works, rather than trying to explain why it works (Hevner et
al., 2004). Multiple methods have been used in this thesis to test the different
iterations of the prototype: expert interviews, focus group, user tests and SUS
questionnaire. All of them have been tested and used by many researchers and
can be considered rigorous methods.
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3.1.6 Guideline 6: Design as a Search Process
“Design Science is inherently iterative, the search for the best, or optimal, design is
often intractable for realistic information systems problems.”(Hevner et al., 2004).
Hevner et al write that problem solving in design is using available means to
come to an end. Through knowledge about the application domain effective
design can be created. De-constructing problems into simpler problems is one
of the processes Design Science uses. An example for this in relation to my
application could be to make simple prototype of a rating functionality, cutting
up the modules that go into each part of the module and making them function
independently.
3.1.7 Guideline 7: Communication of Research
“Design Science research must be presented both to technology-oriented as well as
management oriented audiences”(Hevner et al., 2004).
According to Hevner it is very important that the communication between the
researcher and audience is clear and understood. Hevner discusses in this
guideline that the artifact produced must be sufficiently documented in the
terms of what tools and methods were used, in order for other researchers to
reproduce the system and implement it. It is also of importance to sufficiently
document the functionalities of the artifact. In case that the artifact has a po-
tential to become a product, it will be important to attract funding for which a
proper documentation is essential. In this thesis both technical tools used (see
Section 4.1), and a description of how the system works, was presented (see
Section 5.1).
3.2 Data Gathering
Data for this thesis was collected using a combination of both qualitative and
quantitative data. Techniques used for data gathering consisted of a combina-
tion of expert interviews, focus group session, user testing and questionnaire.
In addition to these techniques, digital recording tools were also used such as
voice recorder and screen recorder. Norwegian Social Science Data Services
(NSD) (see Appendix A) proved the handling of data for the thesis.
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3.2.1 Quantitative Data
Data in the form of numbers, or that can be formulated with accuracy into
numbers, can be considered quantitative data. For example recording temper-
atures over a time period and storing the data in a table for later analysis is one
example of quantitative data collection. Analysis of quantitative data can be
conducted using different numerical and mathematical operations, depending
on what the desired result is (Preece, Sharp, and Rogers, 2015). In summary
quantitative methods of collecting data are useful for studying trends in bigger
datasets.
Quantitative data acquired in the thesis came in the form of numbers. In the
second and final evaluation (see Section 6.2) task time was recorded for all
users that tested the system. In the same section the System Usability Scale
was used as a quantitative measurement of the usability of the system, this
was done in the form of a questionnaire that included a likert scale.
3.2.2 Qualitative Data
In contrast to quantitative data, qualitative data is often not represented by
numbers but by texts, descriptions, images and also quotes from interviews.
Analysis of qualitative data can be a focus of the nature of something, and uti-
lizing methods for recognizing themes, patterns or stories. (Preece, Sharp, and
Rogers, 2015).
In this thesis qualitative data came in the form of recordings from interviews.
The data was transcribed and analyzed, resulting in formulating potential im-
provement to the prototype.
3.2.3 Observation
"Quick and dirty" observation was done in addition to screen and audio record-
ing. Quick and dirty observations can be conducted anywhere and consists
of interacting with the user in an unobtrusive and constructive way (Preece,
Sharp, and Rogers, 2015).
3.2.4 Gathering Participants
For gathering of participants in both focus group and expert interviews, a sam-
pling technique known as "samples of convenience" were used (William, 2008).
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It includes locating participants that are willing to participate either through
networking or by advertisement.
3.2.5 User Test
A simple user test was conducted using a list of tasks that was to be completed,
the user expressed feelings and struggles while executing the tasks. Screen
video and audio were recorded, and deemed necessary for a detailed showcase
of errors and functions that the user experienced. The resulting qualitative and
quantitative data from user tests can be used to improve the prototype through
the next iterations.
3.2.6 Focus Group
Focus group was chosen as a method in the early stages of the project, for gath-
ering feedback and ideas. For further development of the application, i.e. after
the first iteration, a focus group is considered an appropriate method of choice.
For generating ideas focus groups are much more powerful than simple, one
to one interviews (Breen, 2006).
Some of the pitfalls often associated with focus groups, are not using other
means of data collection (Krueger and Casey, 2000). This is why combining
user tests and the focus group for evaluation of the first iteration was consid-
ered appropriate.
3.2.7 System Usability Scale
The System Usability Scale questionnaire is a simple likert scale measurement,
for evaluating the overall usability of a system (Brooke, 2013). The question-
naire consists of ten statements that the user scores from one to five in how
true the statement is to the user. According to Tom Tullis and Bill Albert, if
a developer is only interested in uncovering major usability issues, a sample
size of three or four should be enough to get useful feedback (William, 2008).
3.3 Kanban
Kanban is an agile system development method that identifies tasks, and ar-
ranges them into the tree columns: Done, In progress, To do. Each task is
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written on its own card that can be moved between the columns in accordance
with the work progress. David J. Anderson in his 2010 book “Successful Evo-
lutionary Change for Your Technology Business” writes a description of the
Kanban pull system:
“..new work is pulled into the system when there is capacity to handle it, rather than
being pushed into the system based on demand. A pull system cannot be overloaded if
the capacity, as determined by the number of signal cards in circulation, has been set
appropriately.”(Anderson, 2010).
Kanban encourages developers to create a context-specific process rather than
blindly following a software development life cycle process definition or tem-
plate (Anderson, 2010).
The set iteration periods of scrum did not fit with my work flow since it was
neither clear or certain how to organize the backlog and discuss the work it-
erations (sprints). I was a single developer and preferred not to organize big-
ger iterations without a proper team to give me feedback. Kanban provided




This chapter first discusses what tools were utilized to create the prototype.
Thereafter requirements and design choices are presented. The last sections
in this Chapter go in-depth about the different prototype iterations that were
designed and developed.
4.1 Tools and Technologies
This section will present the tools and technologies that were used for the de-
velopment of the ECHO system. Some of the tools were chosen due to previous
knowledge, others were chosen because of a desire to learn more about them.
4.1.1 Wamp Server
The application was developed on a WAMP server locally (Wamp, 2017). WAMP
is a stack of technologies used for the windows operating system, consisting of
Apache web server (Apache, 2017), MySQL (MySQL, 2017) and PHP 4.1.5. The
reason for choosing these tools was due to the fact that I have been developing
systems previously with PHP, thus making the WAMP stack a logical choice.
Using WAMP in its simplest form consists of installing the stack, putting pro-
gramming code in the www directory, and then open http://www.localhost
in a browser window while the server is running. Since I was going to use it
for creating a web application, I would be using PHP together with Javascript,
Ajax and a MySQL database in the WAMP stack.
4.1.2 JQuery Ajax and JSON
JQuery Ajax is a Javascript framework based on Ajax (asynchronous JavaScript
and XML)(Ajax, 2017). Even though Ajax has XML in its name, the most com-
mon data format used with Ajax is JSON (Javascript object notation syntax).
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Ajax in my experience is a bit complicated to utilize, but using JQuery Ajax,
Ajax calls are much more readable and human friendly. Almost all web appli-
cations use some form of asynchronous call to the back-end server, and JQuery
Ajax is the most used one.
JSON was used extensively throughout the development of the application.
Since JSON is based on Javascript objects, it can be parsed to either Javascript
code or PHP, depending on where the data is sent/coming from. Parsing the
objects and then extracting the data is as easy as packaging the data into an
array, and then converting it to JSON.
4.1.3 HTML
Of all the technologies prevalent on the web, "HyperText Markup Language"
is the one most widely used (HTML, 2017). It is the most basic building block
of any website.
HTML is not a programming language but markup, being a markup language
means that it is only information being marked and interpreted by the browser
which is then displayed to the user based on rules set by Cascading Style
Sheets (CSS) (CSS, 2017). A website or web-application made with HTML typ-
ically has a HTML document presented to the user upon entering the system.
The HTML document consists of different commands that instruct the web
browser to load all required resources. In addition to instructing the browser
to load required resources HTML also contains the content of the page itself.
HTML is often used together with CSS and Javascript to create dynamic web-
sites. Dynamic websites presents information to the user without refreshing
the page, most websites today utilize some form of dynamic content. Web ap-
plications are not very different from dynamic sites, the difference is that the
a web application acts more as a real interactive application in the browser,
rather than just a page with information.
4.1.4 Cascading Style Sheets
Cascading style sheets CSS is an integral technology on the web, and part of
the most commonly used technologies on the web: HTML, CSS and Javascript,
which makes it a wise choice for development of a web application. It is used
for adding style, animations and structure to a website. The syntax is very easy
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to grasp, it consists of a set of "rules" that point to specific parts of the HTML
document (CSS, 2017).
For example consider the following CSS code:
html {
background−c o l o r : red ;
font−s i z e : 140%;
}
This code snippet tells the browser that the element "html", (which is the entire
website) will have red as a background color and a font size that is 40 percent
bigger than the default. By utilizing a handful of CSS rules, it is possible to
create fully functional and clear static websites.
4.1.5 PHP and phpMyAdmin
PHP (PHP, 2017) is a Hypertext Preprocessor, which is a dynamically inter-
preted programming language, used mainly for creating dynamic web pages.
The language is located at server-side, and is the connecting component be-
tween front-end and the database. It can work in a number of ways, but most
commonly it is utilized by receiving commands from a user either through
GET or POST requests. The programming instructions are sent to the appro-
priate script, after which it is executed from top to bottom running functions
or loops. Preprocessing in PHP happens when the PHP script has finished.
The script can either print resulting HTML code onto a page, or it can package
the HTML into a JSON object and return it to an Ajax handler. The data is
then presented to the user in the form of lists, or other means without the page
refreshing (PHP, 2017).
PhpMyAdmin is a free open source tool, intended for handling the adminis-
tration of MySQL. It is used as a interface to the MySQL database on a server,
making it easy to create database tables, modify or even delete tables and
fields. By connecting to the database through PHP, a PHP script can construct
and send MySQL queries directly to the database. Since PHP is run on the
server parallel to the MySQL database, very little delay is generated between
a query and a response from the database (PhpMyAdmin, 2017). The com-
bination of PHP and phpMyAdmin is an efficient configuration for the web
application.
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4.1.6 MySQL
MySQL is an Open-source relational database management system or RDBMS
for short (MySQL, 2017). It is often used in various AMP stacks such as LAMP
or WAMP in this case. MySQL is written in C and C++ and interprets queries
from a user, and handles data in a database located on a server. It is com-
monly used in small to medium projects due to its simplicity. The query is
user friendly, and it reads almost as a sentence for example:
"SELECT ∗ FROM products WHERE quant i ty >= 5000"
This simple query will return a table with all products that have more or equal
to 5000 in quantity. Because of the relative ease of use MySQL provides, its
flexibility and speed, it was a natural choice in regards to using it or not.
4.1.7 Javascript
Javascript developed by ECMA is a script standard, the most used script lan-
guage for the web (Javascript, 2017). In a web development setting, Javascript
is run locally on a users computer together with other common technologies
such as CSS and HTML. Javascript works by manipulating data presented
through the HTML document, either by changing animations or even the struc-
ture of the data itself. A large number of frameworks, tools and libraries have
been created for Javascript by many different developers, both open-source
and licensed.
In this project I have used both what is called "vanilla" Javascript, D3.js and
JQuery Ajax (Ajax, 2017). One of the many benefits of using vanilla Javascript
is that it can prevent bugs introduced through usage of libraries and frame-
works. When a large portion of a system is based on a framework, the preven-
tion of failure and bugs is dependent on the stability of the framework. If the
framework fails, so does all the code that utilizes it. By using vanilla Javascript
such risks are minimized.
4.1.8 Git
Git is an opensource distributed version control system (GIT, 2017). A ver-
sion control system such as Git, works by controlling what is called "diffs",
the difference between documents. It allows developers to work in teams due
to the separation of local and distributed repositories. Whenever an error is
discovered, a team member may reverse the diff that is causing the problem.
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Common instructions in Git include commit, push and pull. Git was used to
ensure that the system was version controlled, and that backup of all code had
been stored.
4.1.9 Photoshop
Photoshop is a raster graphics editor developed by Adobe Systems (Photo-
shop, 2017). It is regarded as one of the most used image processing tools in
the world. For me this was a natural choice, since I have a lot of experience
with it. The most central part of Photoshop is that a user is able to create trans-
parent layers independent of eachother, that way the changes can be done to
selected layers while leaving the rest of the image untouched. Photoshop was
used to create some of the icons used in the ECHO system.
4.1.10 Scalable Vector Graphics
SVG or scalable vector graphics is a royalty free graphics format developed
and maintained by W3C SVG group (SVG, 2017). It has support for both
animation and interactivity, since it is based on graph theory and mathemat-
ics. Being based on numbers makes vector logos and scalable graphics very
lightweight, as compared to raster image formats such as jpg and png.
4.1.11 D3.js
D3.js or "data driven documents" is a Javascript library for manipulating doc-
uments based on data (D3.js, 2017). It utilizes a number of technologies that
have already been described such as HTML, CSS and SVG leading to power-
ful visualization. This library was used to create the version tree in the ECHO
system.
4.1.12 Trello
Trello is a flexible and customizable web-based management system, often
used for keeping track of software development (Trello, 2017). The user can
create columns like "ongoing", "under testing" or "done" to customize different
stages in the development of a system. Cards can be created and put under
a backlog for example. The cards can consist of user stories or functionalities
that are ready to be implemented into a system. Kanban was used in junction
with Trello to keep track of features that was being developed and finished.
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4.2 Requirements
Before the development of any prototype can be made, requirements must be
acquired. Two different types of requirements have traditionally been identi-
fied in software development: functional requirements, which describe what
should be done and non-functional which describe good to have features that
can make the system even better (Preece, Sharp, and Rogers, 2015). An ex-
ample of a functional requirement could be that an application should have
below five seconds response time when loading content. In contrast, non-
functional requirement could be showing the user the system status of the
content-loading by using a progress bar.
Requirements for the prototype were assembled after the literature search, and
after conversations with peers, fellow artists and fans. This resulted in two
different scenarios.
4.2.1 Scenarios
A scenario is a narrative description about human activity in relation to a sys-
tem in the form of small stories. It does not explain the exact functionality
of the software that the scenario is describing, but it is rather a story that will
keep stakeholders, or peer artists in this case, understand the use of the system
(Preece, Sharp, and Rogers, 2015).
The following two scenarios were generated from discussions between fel-
low artist friends and myself, in order to set the basis for functional and non-
functional requirements.
Scenario 1
With reference to Figure 4.1, scenario 1 is the interaction between the artist
and fans or listeners. The artist manages and organizes his or hers music in
tree-alike structure and allow the listeners to review the different versions of
the music. Feedback is received and displayed inside the music management
system of the artist where he or she can evaluate music based on comments
and/or ratings. That helps to decide on what version to further explore. The
feedback and evaluation from fans should potentially help the artist make bet-
ter choices and be more creative.
Following is a story example for scenario 1:
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FIGURE 4.1: Scenario 1, Interaction from artist to fans
As an artist, I have a number of rendered mp3 files of musical projects that is
just sitting unorganized in folders on my computer. I want to organize them
somehow and get some feedback on which of the versions I should focus on.
I want to be able to upload them and organize them in a tree-alike structure,
add and subtract information about the tracks such as title, descriptions, notes
or tags so that they can be organized and visualized in different ways. Once
the files have been organized, I want to be able to present my versions to my
fan base and get feedback in the form of comments, ratings or both.
Scenario 2
In scenario 2 illustrated in Figure 4.2 is the interaction as a fan or listener. The
listener should be able to enter the system and be able to find music based on
preference that is open for review. The fans should be able to give feedback to
the artist after the listening experience if they wish to do.
FIGURE 4.2: Scenario 2, Interaction from fans to artist
Following is a story example for scenario 2:
As a listener and fan of artist X, I want to be able to log into the system and
quickly discover unreleased music. I want to be able to filter and sort music
based on my specific genre preference. When discovering music that looks in-
teresting, I would want to play the track and listen, rate and comment on the
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track.
With these two scenarios in mind and with Shneidermans et al’s principles for
creativity support systems, I was able to create the following functional and
non-functional requirements for the ECHO system.
4.2.2 Functional requirements
Before the design of the prototype was formalized, functional requirements
had to be specified, following is a list of functional requirements generated
from the scenarios and discussions about the system.
1. Fans and artists should be able to create user accounts and login to the
system
2. User data will be stored in a safe database
3. A system should be in place so that the artist can upload content to the
system to be organized and evaluated
4. The artist should be able to generate a hierarchical tree structure of ver-
sions of his or her songs for visualization
5. The system should have ways to identify versions easily and the projects
they are attached to
6. The system should give the user freedom to use the system however he
or she wants it
7. Fans should be able to easily navigate and discover new music
8. Managing of the versions should be problem-free and easy
9. If the artist desire to remove versions or projects he or she should be able
to do so without much trouble
10. The system should have a solid media player for playback of music
4.2.3 Non-Functional Requirements
Non-functional requirements was important to the system since they could
specify not necessary but good features of the system.
1. The system should be developed and run on a web server for browser
and web use
2. The system should be relatively easy to use and potentially have a high
ceiling of what can be done with it
3. The system should support exploration of both ideas and of functionali-
ties within the system
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4. The system should support many paths and styles, for example the users
should be able to customize the visual appearance of their application
5. The system should be able to support collaboration between users
6. The system must do what the users expect it to do, and more
7. The system should facilitate the generation of more creative ideas from a
structuralist perspective
These functional and non-functional requirements acted as the foundation of
the prototype development.
4.3 Iterations
The application was created through the development of three different itera-
tions. In the design iteration, the goal was to design the structure of the appli-
cation. Following the design iteration was iteration 1, as the biggest of the iter-
ations, the majority of the base code was created before it was evaluated by a
focus group. In iteration 2, the review system was implemented into the ECHO
system. Although review functionality of the system was not completely final-
ized according to the requirements, it was still functional on a basic level. After
the second iteration the application was evaluated using a combination of user
testing, expert interviews and SUS questionnaire evaluation.
4.3.1 Design Iteration
The design iteration started with the initial design sketches of the system. Fig-
ure 4.3 was the first basic outline of how the system could look-alike. With a
central tree structure for keeping track of the versions, and a left side panel for
display of other projects the artist has created.
This sketch also included a player at the bottom, similar to how the applica-
tions Soundcloud and Allihoopa have. This fixed music player idea proved
later to be a technical challenge and was discarded. Instead a local music
player was implemented into the version boxes.
Figure 4.4 illustrate the high level prototype sketch that was initially created
before the development started. It was meant to show how the system could
look like when finished, but it ended up being a direct inspiration for how the
graphical user interface. In this second sketch my fascination with monochro-
matic color schemes started to show, some important buttons and highlights
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FIGURE 4.3: First sketch of the ECHO system
FIGURE 4.4: Second higher-level sketch of the ECHO system
were marked with a purple/redish color.
A high level BPMN (OMG, 2017) diagram was created to illustrate the flow of
information in the system. BPMN or Business Process Model and Notation, is
a graphical notation often used to visualize the different processes that go into
a information system. It is managed and developed by the object management
group (OMG). The reason for choosing this diagram, is that it is relatively easy
to understand the different overall layers and processes of a system.
4.3.2 Iteration 1
Iteration 1 started out by generating the Kanban backlog based on the func-
tional and non-functional requirements see Figure 4.6. Kanban cards such as
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FIGURE 4.5: High level BPMN overview of the system
login, create user, upload are some of the basic functionality that were added.
The system was developed with the intention of starting with the natural entry
point of a user, and then developing the successive parts of the system as they
become needed. For example, the user creation and login system was created
first, then when the user entered the system, simple things like changing the
color theme and creating a basic project was developed. This way of develop-
ment felt natural, developing the software in this way has ensured that there
was a solid foundation that would allow the development of new functionali-
ties.
User Registration and Login
One of the functional requirements is that the user data should be stored safely
(see Section 4.2.2). To manage user data, a combination of three different tech-
nologies was used: PHP (see Section 4.1.5), WAMP (see Section 4.1.1) and
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FIGURE 4.6: Initial kanban board with functionalities as cards
MySQL (see Section 4.1.6).
Following is a numbered list over how user interaction could happen during
login or user creation:
1. The artist or listener creates and account
2. In the database the password and user name is stored
3. When the user attempts to login, the password is then checked against
the stored password
4. Given that the password the user has provided matches the stored pass-
word, the user will be able to login into the system
5. If the password is not correct, the user will be taken back to step number
three
When the handling of users and login had been completed, the next step was to
begin developing the internal platform where the user would be able to create
projects and versions. A separate HTML document was implemented as the
scaffolding that the application was going run on.
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Audio Files
Audio file upload and file management were mandatory functionalities nec-
essary for the completion for the prototype. This required a separate HTML
form implementation for handling the upload of multiple audio files (see Fig-
ure 4.7). File size restrictions for the audio uploads had to be added in the
system, a reasonable size of 8 megabytes were set in the PHP.ini file on the
server, and a restriction for only mp3 files were set in the PHP script, responsi-
ble for handling the processing of uploads Uploaded files are connected to the
project once the user has uploaded an audio file. The responsibility of naming
the audio files lies with the users, so that they can remember them easier.
FIGURE 4.7: Upload form in the ECHO system
Project and Version Creation
In the echo system a user can have many projects, and the projects them-
selves can have many versions. One of the functional requirements is mak-
ing it easy to identify versions and what projects they are attached to, for that
purpose two separate functionalities were developed, version and project cre-
ation. The act of creating a new project is simple, after the create project button
has been triggered, the code responsible for processing (see Figure 4.5) fetches
the HTML form responsible for project creation and displays it to the user see
Figure 4.8. A title and description of the musical project is required before the
form can be submitted. Restrictions were set on how many characters the title
and description can have, 50 for the title and 250 for the description.
The process is similar when creating a new version, version title and descrip-
tion is required and has the same length as the project creation form. However
the user has the option to choose what the parent version is, when creating
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FIGURE 4.8: The form responsible for submitting title and de-
scription of a project
a new version, so that the structure of the version tree can be built. Adding
audio files to the version is also an option when creating a version. Audio files
that have been uploaded appear in a dropdown menu in the form. The sub-
mission of both versions and projects gets processed by the combination of the
Ajax handlers, PHP and the database.
Version tree
The version tree was one of the most important core functionalities of the
ECHO system, which meant that it was important to make it visually appeal-
ing. Different solutions were reviewed, and after some time the goal of making
the tree from scratch proved to be a tough problem to tackle. Due to the tech-
nical difficulties of creating such a tree, the D3.js (see Section 4.1.11) library for
creating modular graphs with Javascript was adopted.
FIGURE 4.9: D3.js example tree structure, retrieved from
http://bl.ocks.org/d3noob/8375092 (acccesed 2017-20-11)
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The version tree was created by heavily modifying an example code from the
D3.js Javascript library (see Figure 4.9). The D3.js library was found to solve
most of the problems associated with creating a dynamic hierarchical struc-
tured tree from ground up. However the structuring of the versions and ver-
sion tree, ended up looking differently to the initial design sketch due to limi-
tations in the d3.js library. Initially the idea was to have version boxes directly
coupled together, but instead these were replaced with clickable nodes. The
version boxes were moved into a separate box under the version tree overview.
If a user clicked one of the nodes, the corresponding version would load into
the box. An example of how a fleshed-out version tree could look like is illus-
trated in Figure 5.13 in Section 5.1.5.
FIGURE 4.10: ECHO menu layout consisting of four buttons
Figure 4.10 show the structuring of the menu, after finishing the first iteration.
The left side panel consists of a list of projects that the user currently has, and
by clicking them they can be loaded into the context box in the middle of the
page. There are three buttons on the top of the system: a red "+", "New",
"File Manager" and "Delete Project". When the user wanted to create a new
project, he or she would have to click the button with the "+" icon in the top left
corner. Clicking the new button would bring up the form for creating a new
version, and that would also be reflected in the version tree for that project.
File Manager button is where the uploading and management of audio files
were held. Delete project would simply delete the whole project.
Color and contrast
A clear color scheme was chosen for the system, various deep shades of crim-
son pink and violet, as well as a combination of dark gray and lighter gray
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was chosen see Figure 4.11. The goal was to keep the contrast high in most
cases, as this would help to increase visibility of text. Dark and deep colored
backgrounds have white text on them, and where there is light background, a
darker text color is chosen. Most of the important text was kept close to black
in color, using the color code "282828" sen in Figure 4.11.
FIGURE 4.11: Color codes used through the ECHO system
The choice of implementing the color theme checkbox into the system relates
back to the non-functional requirement based on Schneidermans principle num-
ber two: Support many paths and many styles. Two contrasting themes were
developed and implemented via a slider that gave the user a choice of either
having a darker theme or a lighter theme. Adding some level of customization
of the visualization of the tool was suggested by peers in the discussion of the
idea. In Figure 4.12 the dark theme check box is shown for off and on position.
A simple HTML check box was implemented, and using CSS a style was ap-
plied to make it look like a slider. When the dark theme is on, the check box
has a dark purple/red color indicating that the dark theme is active.




When the prototype 1 was completed the next step was to introduce the system
to a focus group for testing and generating more ideas regarding functionality.
The focus group was also utilized to find potential problems with the system.
A list of suggestions for features and problems was generated after the users
had tested the system. More detail on how the focus group test and group
interview were performed can be read in Section 6.1.
4.3.3 Iteration 2
After the focus group of evaluation, a number of improvements were done to
the base code of the system. Menu items that were related to handling of the
project, was moved to the left side panel below each project, and the buttons
responsible for controlling the individual versions were moved to the version
boxes.
4.3.4 Restructuring of the menu
In Figure 4.10 we looked at how the different menu items were structured,
when the focus group concluded some structural problems became apparent.
The naming scheme of the buttons was sometimes hard for the focus group
participants to understand, having the simple "+" icon on the button responsi-
ble for creating a new project was confusing for two of the participants.
FIGURE 4.13: The revised placement of menu buttons
The restructuring of the buttons are displayed in Figure 4.13. In the new lay-
out, menu buttons were moved to a drop down list of items below the active
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project. The create new project button was also changed from a "+" sign to
"Create project" as requested by the users. "File Manager" menu item was
changed to "Audio Files" to remove potential confusing in regards to what
kind of files could be uploaded.
4.3.5 Review System
When the core functionality of the system was finalized, the addition of the
review system was implemented. Since one of the requirements of Shneider-
man’s principles is to support collaboration (see Section 2.3.4) this would be
reflected in the collaboration between fans and artists. The review system’s
core functionality was to handle the processing and dissemination of feedback
between the fans and users of the system and artists. A new panel on the right
side of the application was created, options of adding versions and setting du-
ration for the review were implemented into this part of the system.
FIGURE 4.14: The review system
In Figure 4.14 and sub Figure number 1, the button "Create review" when
clicked include the HTML form responsible for the submission of the review.
Sub figure 2 in Figure 4.14 shows how a new thumb button appears when "Cre-
ate review" is clicked. Once the review has been submitted it appears as a box
below the two review menu buttons. Clicking "Active reviews" will display
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the active review, as shown in sub Figure 3.
4.3.6 Final User Evaluation
Due to time restraints the prototype was deemed finished after the review sec-
tion was completed. Ideally the project should have had at least one more
iteration. Evaluation of iteration 2 was performed with a multitude of differ-
ent techniques, user testing, expert interviews was performed along with the
System Usability Scale questionnaire. The combinations of these techniques re-
sulted in a thorough list of feedback acquired from the transcribed interviews






In this chapter, the resulting prototype of the system is presented. Important
features and sections of the system is presented and explained from the point
of view of developer and user.
5.1 ECHO Prototype
The resulting ECHO system prototype is a web application. Aimed at artists to
organize their musical ideas in a tree-alike structure. Consisting of two main
parts: a tree graph overview of individual music files, and a review system to
generate feedback. Figure 5.1 shows an example from an artists point of view.
The left side panel has a number of projects listed, each with individual gen-
erated icons. The center of the application contains information of the project
currently open, as well as the version tree and version box connected to that
project.
FIGURE 5.1: The ECHO system, two different color schemes
A number of functionalities were implemented and are present in the final
version of the prototype. following is a list of functionalities included currently
in the prototype:
1. Register and create new user
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2. Project creation, description and naming
3. Add versions to the project
4. A hierarchical tree for representing the versions
5. Editing and deletion of project and versions
6. The option to upload mp3 files to the application and attach them to the
version tree
7. A review system where the artist can mark versions for review to get
feedback
8. A dashboard where other users can access projects that are up for review
5.1.1 User Creation and Login
The login page of the system is presented very minimalistically and clearly to
the user (see illustration on the left in Figure 5.2). If the user tries to access
parts of the system while not logged in, he or she will automatically be sent
to this login page. Below the login fields is a link to the register fields, as are
presented in the illustration on the right in Figure 5.2. Email registration and
validation, while not hard to implement, would have taken significant time to
complete. For the purpose of the prototype this simple login and registration
functionality seem to be sufficient.
FIGURE 5.2: Login screen screen on the left,
and registration screen on the right
The system uses a simple session storage to remember users after they have
logged in, often recognized by the "remember me" popup that sometimes ap-
pears when logging into systems. User data is stored in a MySQL database
table called "users", an unique id is generated for each user when they first
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register. The id is automatically incremented and kept track of in the database.
Even if a user is deleted, a new user will never have the same id as the deleted
user, thus preventing potential bugs in the system.
5.1.2 Project Creation
When the user first enters the system, the window presented is mostly empty
besides some panels and one single "Create project" button in the top left cor-
ner. Instead of keeping a heavy documentation inside the system, hiding and
showing relevant functionality at different phases of a project is used. In Fig-
ure 5.3 is an example of what the user sees when entering the system. The user
is encouraged to click the "Create project" button on the top left by the text that
is being displayed.
FIGURE 5.3: Example of the screen the user sees while entering
the system
When the button is clicked, a window appears that prompts the user to write a
title and description about a project (see Figure 5.4). This window is a HTML
form that once submitted, sends an Ajax post to the server which then stores
the information. The title input field has a limit of 50 characters. After reach-
ing this limit, the user is unable to type more letters into the input field. This
restraint ensures that the data submitted by the user is in line with the char-
acter limit registered in the database. If the user forgets to fill out a required
field such as title or description, an error message is displayed under the ap-
propriate HTML form input field. This helps to prevent confusion during the
lifespan of the music project (see Figure 5.5).
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FIGURE 5.4: Creating a new project, example input fields
FIGURE 5.5: Error message, if the user forgets to fill one of the
required fields
After the project is submitted, it will open and fill the content of the page.
Unique icons are generated for projects (see Figure 5.7). By generating unique
icons it should be easier to differentiate between projects. It is not currently
possible to change an icon after it has been generated. A default version is
created, represented as a dot in Figure 5.6. The user is able to edit the posted
version and add music files to it if she or he wants to do so. Just created projects
appear in the left side project panel, and a sub menu has opened (see Figure
5.6).
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FIGURE 5.6: The application state after creating a project with
dark theme enabled
5.1.3 Uploading Audio Files
In the ECHO system the user is encouraged to upload files, and attach them to
versions, so that they can be reviewed. If the user wants to upload and uses
mp3 files, the second project menu item "Audio Files" can be located on the
opened project on the left side panel. After clicking it, a new box is opened
and a standard upload prompt is displayed. The user selects files he or she
wants to upload and clicks "upload" (see Figure 5.8).
Once the files have been uploaded, they appear on the same page they were
uploaded from. The user can delete files or download them from this page (see
Figure 5.9).
5.1.4 Version Tree
After the project has been created, and different audio file versions of a track
have been uploaded to the project, the user can begin to build the version tree.
Clicking the pencil icon on the version box (see Figure 5.10) will open the edit
HTML form for the version, where the user can edit the title, description and
attach a audio file (see Figure 5.11).
By clicking the "+" icon illustrated in Figure 5.11 a create new version box is
opened, and the user can now type in the version title and description. A
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FIGURE 5.7: Unique icons generated for projects
FIGURE 5.8: Uploading audio files
FIGURE 5.9: Audio files as they appear after uploading
dropdown menu also appears, giving the option of choosing the right parent
version to start with. An audio file can be selected from those that have been
uploaded to the project. In addition to the editing functionality, it is now pos-
sible for the version to be put up for review.
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FIGURE 5.10: Version buttons on the left and edit HTML form on
the right
FIGURE 5.11: Version box on the left and create new version
HTML form on the right
5.1.5 Review Functionality
At the end of the prototype development, extra functionality in regards to get-
ting feedback was added to the system. The user could mark the version he or
she wanted to be reviewed, submit the review, and other users with access to
the system could rate and give comments about the music. Looking at Figure
5.12, new parts of the system have been revealed after the user has clicked the
"Create review" in the top right corner. The right panel contains versions that
are marked for review, which is also indicated by a red thumb button on the
version box. Clicking the red thumb button adds or removes the version to the
review panel. Each version displayed in the review container has a "x" button,
that can remove the version from the review panel.
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FIGURE 5.12: Active review system example
Once the versions have been selected for review, the user will move on to se-
lecting start and end date of the review. The datepicker can be seen in Figure
5.13.
FIGURE 5.13: Date picker in the review panel
The review could to be submitted after the user has chosen the versions for
which he or she wants to get feedback on. Clicking the submit button will
send this information through the Ajax handlers, to the PHP script and then
the database. When the review has been submitted, it is revealed at the dash-
board of the site (see Figure 5.14).
Giving feedback to a review is as simple as clicking one of the active review
boxes on the dashboard (see Figure 5.14), the active versions will appear listed
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FIGURE 5.14: Review dashboard, where other users excluding
the artist can rate and comment
in an anonymous order. Figure 5.15 on the left shows how it will look for the
user when one of the active reviews are clicked. By default all versions that
are reviewed appear in a random order. The names of the audio files are also
removed in order to keep it anonymous. Previous comments and ratings from
other users are hidden to prevent the listener to be influenced by other listen-
ers.
FIGURE 5.15: The figure on the left shows versions ready to
receive feedback, the figure on the right shows commenting and
rating of the version
On the right side in Figure 5.15 shows how the up and down thumb buttons are
highlighted when they have been clicked. Rating of the version is processed
separately from the comments, they are sent directly to the database once they
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are clicked. Comments are submitted via HTML forms through Ajax when the
user clicks the "Comment" button, and each user can only comment one ver-
sion at a time, thus preventing overloading the database.
5.1.6 Review Feedback Functionality
After the users have given feedback to the versions, and the review has been
running for the required time set by the artist, the version boxes visible to the
artist should have a rating and attached comments. All of the ratings given by
the users will be calculated and displayed as percentage (see Figure 5.16). This
form of displaying a thumb up and down rating is used by many websites,
including Youtube (Youtube, 2017).
FIGURE 5.16: Example of feedback in the version box
Calculating Version Scores
Votes from all users are stored in a MySQL database table called review_ratings
represented by "1" and "0", "1" meaning thumbs up, and "0" meaning thumbs
down. The score on each version is then calculated by adding up all of the rat-
ings of that particular version and then divided by the total number of votes
for the same version. For example if a version has 6 votes: 1,0,1,0,1,1 then the
final score would be 1+0+1+0+1+1 = 4, it is then divided by the total number
of all 6 votes, which is results in 0,66 or 66 percent approval.
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5.2 MySQL Database Tables
In this section the important data tables will be listed and explained. Some
explanations of fields are kept minimal, for example fields such as ID’s, user-
names and dates are explanatory.
FIGURE 5.17: Data fields for the user table in phpMyAdmin
FIGURE 5.18: Data fields for the user settings table in phpMyAd-
min
Figure 5.17 shows the structure of the users table, with an unique auto incre-
mented id, username and password with a limit of 50 characters. It also stores
the registration date of the user in trn_date. This is the table responsible for
storing all the users and their passwords.
Figure 5.18 is the user_settings table. This table contains some settings and
data related to the users of the ECHO system. When the user changes the color
theme of the system, the theme field reads "on" or "off". Last_project is used
when loading a previous active project the user was working on. Pre_last_project
is used when the last project the user was working on is not found or is deleted.
Figure 5.19 gives the structure of the table with all the projects. When a user
creates a project, all relevant information will be stored in this table. The ti-
tle of the project and description is filled in by the user. The rest of the fields
are generated through other systems. ProjectID is the unique primary key of
the table and is auto incremented, this is important to ensure the data consis-
tency. The last_version field is used to store and load the last version that was
opened in the version tree. This should not be confused with last_project in
the user_settings table. Date field is simply a date of the creation of the project.
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FIGURE 5.19: Data fields for the project table in phpMyAdmin
FIGURE 5.20: Data fields for the project icons table in phpMyAd-
min
Project_icons table is responsible for storing the data generated for the unique
project icons, illustrated in Figure 5.20. The colorBits field is the most interest-
ing one in the table. It stores a a random string of 1’s and 0’s generated by a
PHP script which is responsible for how the project icons appear (see Figure
5.14). Each number means that a block in a grid is either colored or transpar-
ent. Only the right half of the icon is generated through this random string,
and then mirrored onto the left side of the icon. The resulting icon is very
lightweight to store, since it is just a simple string of numbers.
FIGURE 5.21: Data fields for the version table in phpMyAdmin
The version table has eight fields, only four of them are interesting. The title
field is used to store the title of the version, this field is required by the user
to type in manually. The description field is the description about the version,
also required and typed manually. Parent field stores the parent versions from
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the dropdown menu in the version box. Next is the file field, which is respon-
sible for keeping track of what file is attached to the version. For example the
field can have something like "track231.mp3" or "no file". "no file" is generated
by default by a PHP script when a version is created.
FIGURE 5.22: Data fields for the reviews table in phpMyAdmin
When handling reviews in the ECHO system, a table called reviews is used
to keep track of active reviews (see Figure 5.22). This table is very straight
forward, as it stores start dates, end dates, date created and other necessary
meta data such as username and ID’s.
FIGURE 5.23: Data fields for the review relations table in php-
MyAdmin
The review_relations data table (in Figure 5.23) is responsible for tying together
some of the parts of the review system. It stores a number of ID’s together with
a rating field. This rating field contains the overall score for versions that are
reviewed. The overall score is not an individual user rating, but rather the total
calculated score for one particular version in a review, as explained in Section
5.1.6.
The table responsible for keeping track of all users ratings on versions, is the
review_ratings table (see Figure 5.24). When a user rates a version, an Ajax
call is sent to the database updating this table. This table may look similar to
the review relations table but the rating field is storing what each individual
user has rated, rather than the total calculated score. Storing individual rating
prevent users from rating multiple times. In the event of a user clicking a
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FIGURE 5.24: Data fields for the review ratings table in php-
MyAdmin
thumb button, an Ajax call is sent to the server with either a "1" or a "0", which
triggers updating the review rating table. The review relations "rating" field is
updated accordingly each time a user rates a version.
FIGURE 5.25: Review comments table storing users and their
comments and timestamp
The review comments table stores a users name, comment and timestamp (see
Figure5.25). Review comments table keeps track of what version and review




This chapter presents the results from the evaluation performed after each
iteration. A focus group session was conducted after the first iteration was
done, and the purpose was to highlight problems and bugs. The focus group
feedback was implemented into the second and final prototype of the system.
When the second prototype was completed, usability tests and expert user in-
terviews were conducted with the aim to asses usability as seen from a group
of potential users. The purpose was to measure user experience using stan-
dardized methods.
6.1 Focus Group Session
In the focus group session, an early working prototype was presented to three
users for testing and discussion. Individual user tests were conducted with
the goal of uncovering problems. Using a semistructured interview guide, the
focus group participants were interviewed (see Appendix C). They were asked
to express freely their comments and criticism. The focus group’s input was
recorded, transcribed and analyzed, bullet points of feedback as well as ideas
were summarized.
6.1.1 The Participants
User tests was performed with information science students, all possessed a
relatively high technical competence. Two of the focus group users had expe-
rience with making electronic music, and could be therefore considered target
users of the system. Although one of the users had no experience with mu-
sic production, being a very competent programmer, the user was expected
to give valuable feedback in regards to technical aspects of the system, and
ideally some suggestions for improvement.
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6.1.2 User Testing
The user testing was performed with observer present, but only interacting on
request. The tests were performed in a quiet room and natural environment
with a laptop, keyboard and mouse. Together with the consent form (see Ap-
pendix B), a list of tasks (see Appendix C) was also provided to the user. The
observer read the tasks aloud while the users performed the tasks. While the
test was running, the users were asked to think aloud and describe problems
while doing the tests. In order to have a complete picture of the user expe-
rience, a screen recorder was used. Every mouse movement on screen was
recorded together with audio from both the user and observer.
Following are the tasks that was presented to the participants:
1. Register a new user
2. Login to the system
3. Try to make a new project
4. You have been given a number of versions of a song as individual files
that you want to sort out in the system. Try to upload your files to the
project
5. Try to make a new version and fill in information about the version
6. Try to play the uploaded file
7. Write a comment about the version
8. Try to create a new version of a project after the previous version
9. Try to fill out the system with all files
10. Try to change the color scheme of the system
6.1.3 Focus Group Results
After the individual tests, audio records and screen recordings were analyzed,
to identify bugs and improvements suggested by users. The group was invited
to discuss their overall experience with the system together as a group after the
individual tests. This proved to be a rewarding activity, as it generated many
ideas, as well as highlighted possible improvements.
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Following is a list of the open-ended questions presented to the group for the
discussion and input:
1. Explain how the login and registration went
(a) Is there anything that could have been done differently or changed
in this regard?
2. Explain how creating a new project worked out
(a) Is there anything that could have been done differently or changed
in this regard?
3. Explain your experiences of creating a new version of a project.
(a) Is there anything that could have been done differently or changed
in this regard?
4. Explain how did it go trying to create a new version after the previous
version.
(a) Is there anything that could have been done differently or changed
in this regard?
5. Explain how uploading files to the system felt
(a) Is there anything that could have been done differently or changed
in this regard?
6. How did the system feel overall?
(a) Were there any obstacles outside of the tasks that presented them-
selves?
After all the recorded data from the group and individual testing, two lists
of essential improvements were created, summarizing what bugs and features
for improvement.
To be improved list is as follows:
1. First version in the version tree did not allow to upload an audio file
2. When creating a new project, the first version should be auto generated
3. Project menu buttons still remaining after projects are deleted, causing
confusion
4. Changing color theme would sometimes hang and not activate on first
try
5. HTML injection is possible through the forms of the system, breaking the
design in some parts
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6. No response after uploading files
7. Fatal crash when uploading other files to the system than what are ex-
pected
8. Some text was hard to read
9. Site structure breaking when resizing browser window
10. Version tree not expanding to accommodate to the increasing number of
version nodes
11. Make login and register page more clear and centered (suggested by all
users)
12. Files in the dropdown list should be made less confusing by showing
only current accessible versions
13. Make the file manager better and easier to use
Following is a list of features and functions that should be implemented as a
result from conducting the first focus group:
1. Generate tree structure automatically
2. General meta data should be implemented
3. Visualization in the form of colors to differentiate projects
4. Appropriate icons for different functionalities
These two lists are the summarized critique of what was discussed by the
group as a whole at the end, and by the individual users as well. After the
focus group was conducted, these lists were used to improve the following,
and last prototype of the ECHO system. Some of the improvements and fea-
tures were not implemented due to time restraints, and also because they were
not deemed important for the completion of the prototype. The only feature
that was not implemented was the ability to generate a tree structure from a
set of audio files.
Following is a list of the improvements that were not implemented:
1. Changing color theme would sometimes hang and not activate on first
try
2. HTML injection is possible through the forms of the system, breaking the
design in some parts (was improved but not fixed entirely)
3. No response after uploading files (this was improved, but there was still
minimal response)
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6.2 System Usability Scale and User Test
The System Usability Scale (SUS) test was chosen because of its properties to
quickly give an impression of the system usability (see Section 6.2). In the
same section, we saw that Tom Tullis and Bill Albert argued that with even a
small sample size of three, a SUS user test can produce sufficient data to eval-
uate basic usability a system. Utilizing an effective combination of recording
task time, Expert interviews and the SUS questionnaire (see Appendix D), it
was possible to construct a clearer image of usability problems in the ECHO
system.
6.2.1 Participants
Five users were recruited for this final user experience test gathered through
samples of convenience. The three participants of the focus group session were
invited to this final test along two new users. One of the two users was an ex-
pert in programming, and the other had experience in creating music. This
group was expected to reflect on the features regarding of creation of music,
and as well as system development and programming.
For the SUS test the users has had their names anonymized, following is a list
of the codenames for each user and their experience. The letter E meaning
expert user:
• SUS1E - Experience with creating music and system development
• SUS2E - Experience with creating music and system development
• SUS3E - Experience with creating music and system development
• SUS4 - Experience only with system development
• SUS5 - Experience only with system development
6.2.2 Test Setup
The environment where the tests took place was isolated from outside noise
and distractions. The equipment used included a laptop, mouse and keyboard.
Direct observation was used when performing the tests, the users were asked
to perform a set of tasks. The tasks were read out loud by the observer, while
users had the option of reading them from a document (see Appendix E.1). The
time to completion was recorded for each user, and recorded on a document
(see Appendix E.2). When the user eventually completed the task it would be
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marked as completed. If the user was confused, and could not complete the
task, the task was marked as not completed.
6.2.3 SUS Score
The final SUS score for the ECHO system prototype was 65.5 shown in Figure
6.1. This score is slightly below the average SUS score reported by Tullis and
Albert to be 66 (see Figure 6.2) which is a number they siphoned after review-
ing over 50 studies. The studies covered a large range of subjects and systems
such as: websites, applications, mobile, hardware and voice systems. Tullis
and Albert concluded that a score below 60 is relatively poor and one over 80
is considered pretty good (William, 2008).
FIGURE 6.1: Individual total SUS scores, for every user in the
user test
FIGURE 6.2: Average SUS scores (Adapted from William, 2008)
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6.2.4 Learnability Score
James R. Lewis and Jeff Sauro describe learnability as being one of the key at-
tributes in measuring usability in their book "The Factor Structure of the Sys-
tem Usability Scale" (Lewis and Sauro, 2009). The learnability of a system is
tied to the users capacity to understand and master the mechanics of the sys-
tem. If the system has few steps to accomplish a task, the system can be said
to have a high degree of learnability (Lewis and Sauro, 2009). In their book
they argue that a separate score of learnability of a system can be measured by
scoring question 4 and 10 in the SUS questionnaire. An independent research
paper by Borsci et al (Borsci, Federici, and Lauriola, 2009) have arrived at the
same conclusion, combined score can measure the learnability of the system.
FIGURE 6.3: Collection of individual and total SUS scores from
the second evaluation
FIGURE 6.4: Average score per question using SUS
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Looking at the Figure 6.4, it could be seen that question 4 and 10 were ones
with the highest average scores on the questionnaire. By combining the scores
of questions 4 and 10 from the table displayed in Figure 6.3, we see that the
maximum score is 20 for the combined 5 users scores. Question 4 scored 17
and question 10 scored 16 resulting in 33 out of the maximum score of 40. The
learnability score can then be calculated to be 82.5.
6.2.5 Task Time and Completion
After recording the recorded task times (see Figure 6.6), a graph was drawn
to visualize the time differences between the users. Figure 6.5 suggests that
the time to complete the tasks was relatively short for all the users, it was a
matter of seconds. Users SUS3E and SUS4 however, experienced great trouble
to locate the the thumb button that adds a version to the review window. Only
two of the five users completed this task with relative ease. SUS3E experienced
some fatal crashes in the software, which disabled all other functionalities. A
complete reload of the application was required to get user SUS3E to resume
the test.
FIGURE 6.5: Time per task in seconds for participants
Looking at Figure 6.5, it is clear that the three users that had the lowest total
SUS score (SUS1E, SUS2E and SUS4) had the longest time to complete task
7 through 10 (tasks can bee seen in Appendix E.1). Users SUS2E and SUS5
completed task 7 through 10 in less than 15 seconds and reported that their
experience with the system was satisfactory, which has likely contributed to
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FIGURE 6.6: Time spent for task completion
their higher score in the SUS questionnaire. One of the more surprising results
was coming from user SUS5, this user performed surprisingly fast in all of the
tasks even though the user had no experience with the software beforehand
(see Figure 6.5 and 6.6).
6.2.6 Expert User Interviews
With expert users SUS1E, SUS2E, SUS3E a brief 10-15 minute semi-structured
interview were held after the tasks. The users were asked open-ended ques-
tions to avoid yes/no answers. Following are the questions asked:
1. Describe your experience with the ECHO system so far. Negative and
positive
2. Describe how the work flow in the ECHO system felt
3. Did the system behavior feel surprising and unintentional?
4. What features do you miss, that you think could implemented in the
system?
5. What do you think of the idea overall? Is it too cumbersome or manage-
able?
6. Anything extra you would like to include in the system?
All of the interviewed users reported various levels of confusion regarding the
task where moving a version to the review panel. In addition to this, the place-
ment of some panels and buttons was confusing as well. The visualization
of the version tree could have been improved and made clearer. Some also
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mentioned that the dropdown menus on the left side, in the project window,
should have icons to reflect the function behind the menu items (see Figure
4.14 in Chapter 4).
Users also pointed out problems with the datepicker (illustrated in Figure 5.13
in Chapter 5). The date picker had no check in place to ensure that the start and
end date were in correct order. As a consequence, a user could set a start date
of 24th of November, and a end date on 12th of November, resulting in a re-
view that will never be published. This bug was a large oversight that should
have had to be fixed.
Regardless of the discussed bugs and flaws in the system, the expert users
judged the ECHO system to be useful for its intended purpose. The expert
user with the most musical experience (SUS1E) actually expressed great inter-
est in the version tree visualization, more then the review system part. The
same user pointed out that the tree would not only be of use personally, but
also in a band setting when deciding different versions of riffs and melodies
internally between members. Since the functionality in the system is relatively
lean, the user thought that it would be quick to implement the system in to a
band structure, rather than utilizing one of the larger more complex applica-
tions such as Splice. The ECHO system is not bound to any particular system
so that if the user simply wants to upload a mp3 file with a voice recoding, it
is possible to do so.
Another expert user (SUS2E), expressed more interest in the possibility of blind
testing different versions more than the version tree. The user also mentioned
that a number of options would have to be included in the review, for example
the option of keeping the track names and artist name hidden or available to
the listener. The user also expressed interest in seeing more filtering options
that would help finding other projects up for review.
This SUS evaluation and user test concluded the final evaluation for the ECHO
system. Further lists of improvements were not made at this point, but the
most obvious point of focus, based on the participants feedback, would be to
make adding versions to the review window easier, and also to have more




In this chapter the theory and methods used, as well as the research questions,
validity and limitation of the research are discussed.
7.1 Theory
In the first section of Chapter 2 the thesis adopted a definition of creativity
presented by Margaret Boden. In Section 2.1.2 Boden’s three different thought
processes of finding ideas in regards to creativity were explained: combinato-
rial, exploratory and transformational creativity. It was thus important to first
understand how musical ideas can be generated, through the use of these three
ways of thinking. Boden’s work has been peer reviewed and referenced by a
large amount of researchers, and therefore I chose to focus on her research in
this regard, rather than multiple sources.
After establishing the basic definitions for what it means to generate creative
thoughts, the creative process was looked at. In Section 2.1.3 Shneiderman
presented the three different ways creators generate ideas through the creative
process: structuralists, inspirationalists and situationalists. It became clear at
this point that a non-romatic structuralist view of the creative process was go-
ing to be fitting for the project, utilizing tools and structured methods was
tested by the development and evaluation of the ECHO system.
In addition to Boden’s definition of creativity, Howard et al’s definitions of
appropriateness and originality in relation to the creative product, was high-
lighted in Section 2.1.4. These helped understand that measuring what is cre-
ative and original is an incredibly difficult task. In order to understand the
meaning of data gathered when evaluating creative work, context of the data
must be taken into account. And thus the ability of a person to detect potential
creative ideas lies mostly on the persons ability to do so. Boden’s work was
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instrumental for understanding creative thought, but Shneiderman et al prin-
ciples made it possible to introduce technology for building a tool in support
of the structuralistic view of creativity.
Related works were also explored in Section 2.5, although the systems pre-
sented were commercial systems, they all had their benefits and limitations
between them. The ECHO system’s goal was to help organize versions and re-
ceive anonymous feedback quickly and organized, instead of presenting users
with a bloated platform with unnecessary functionality to the user.
7.2 Methods
The aim of this thesis was to develop a system based on an initial idea of vi-
sualization, and also to understand listeners preferences. There were several
combined methods used in this research that produced an artifact in the form
of a prototype. Following is a reflection on the methods used.
7.2.1 Design Science
Since the thesis revolved around the development of an artifact "the ECHO
system", Design Science Research framework was used as a guide for the re-
search and development of the application. The seven guidelines were fol-
lowed to ensure that the research was conducted in a rigorous and meaning-
ful way. The communication of research results has been explained in accor-
dance to guideline 7. Ensuring that both management-oriented audience, and
technology-oriented audiences understand the concepts discussed.
7.2.2 Data Acquisition
User testing
User testing was conducted by recording both the audio and cursor movement
from the user while tasks was performed. The resulting recorded footage and
audio was analyzed to pinpoint problems in the application. Both qualitative
and quantitative data was collected: qualitative data in the form of expressed
thoughts and feelings users had while executing tasks in the system, quantita-
tive data by measuring task completion time in the second user test.
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This combination of data acquisition was productive in the small sample size
of test users. Ideally the group of potential users could have included a pro-
fessional artist with longer experience, which could lead to a more critical as-
sessment.
Focus Group
A focus group evaluation was conducted after the first prototype was built.
Due to the novelty of this artifact, it seemed to be important to secure a feed-
back and generation of ideas from the early stages of development. A com-
bination of participants with and without experience with music creation was
surprisingly good, since it gave a critical feedback, and unexpected construc-
tive comments. If time and resources would allow the further development of
the prototype, keeping the focus group would be recommended.
Expert Interviews
In the second evaluation of the prototype, interviews with musical experts
were conducted. The interviews with the expert users resulted in detailed and
valuable feedback for the further development of the prototype. By inviting
experts from different genres of music, the intention was see to how they eval-
uate the ECHO prototype, and not the content itself which was music. If the
prototype was to be appreciated by several musicians of different genres, there
is a chance that the tool has an appeal.
The result from the expert interviews in Section 6.2.6 indicated that despite
obvious problems with the review system, some of the users expressed interest
and thought that the system had potential. Most of the users noted that had
the version tree been made better and clearer, and if the review system and
dashboard had powerful filtering between genres, the ECHO system could
become a valuable creativity support tool.
System Usability Scale
The SUS questionnaire was used together with user tests after the second iter-
ation. I found the resulting data from the SUS scoring to be a good indication
of the usability and learnability of the system.
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In Section 6.2.3 the resulting overall SUS score of 65.5 indicated that the proto-
type was still slightly below average level of usability. Learnability was mea-
sured to be 85.2 (see Section 6.2.4) suggesting that the users felt they could
master the system with minimal effort. This confirmed the goal of having a
low-threshold of entering the system, according to Shneiderman’s principle.
Critical system failure with the review functionality was experienced by three
of the users in the application, which was reflect in their individual scores.
A score of 52.5, 57.5 and 65 were recorded for these users, suggesting that the
average SUS usability score of the system could potentially have reached a sig-
nificantly higher value, had these system failures not occurred for these users.
The highest average score delivered by two users was 76.25, which suggests
that that they could use the system to a high degree. This score must be taken
just for orientation, because the sample size is below the minimum of 3 partic-
ipants, as suggested by Tullis and Bill Albert in Section 6.2.
Since the System Usability Scale is a standardized measure for usability of a
system, getting a score such as this would mean that the system could be com-
pared to other systems. Average good value for SUS is 66, meaning that when
a score of 65.5, the ECHO system in its current state is comparable to in perfor-
mance to the majority of good systems.
7.3 Compliance with Shneiderman’s Principles
Shneiderman et al’s principles (as discussed in Section 2.3) were used to both
create and evaluate the ECHO system. The initial design sketch of the system
was created after discussing the idea with fellow artists. Following the de-
sign sketches, the requirements were specified using the two scenarios that I
refined to the best of my capacity as an artist. Hence the two main function-
alities, one is versioning and the other is generating feedback. As an artist I
wanted to have solid principles to guide my system development. Due to the
detail, Shneiderman’s principles were found to be the most suitable for the de-
velopment of this kind of system.
Support exploration
The system fulfills the two requirements for supporting exploration within the
system to a medium degree. Users should be able to explore and test out the
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system freely to build knowledge of how to use the system, is the first require-
ment. The ECHO system fulfills this by having mostly clear buttons and icons
indicating what the user can do next. Some of the buttons and functional-
ity in regards to the review section of the system, were found to be hard to
grasp by three of the five users in the last user test. Although most of the
functions fulfill the second requirement, three of the users had problems with
understanding how to proceed with the review system. Thus not meeting the
second requirement for supporting exploration, which states that the system
should be "self-revealing" (se Section2.3.1).
Low threshold, high ceiling, and wide walls
The ECHO system can be said to have a relatively low threshold. It is expected
that the intended users of this system have already established knowledge of
how to make music and how to manage project files and audio files. All of the
users that participated in the second evaluation of the prototype, expressed
that the system was not especially hard to learn, which could be indicated by
the Learnability measurement (see Section 6.2.4). In comparison to other cre-
ativity support tools such as FL Studio, the ECHO system can be said to have
a relatively low threshold.
In regards to high ceiling and wide walls, the system could not be said to ful-
fill this requirement. Since only basic functionality is implemented into the
system, powerful and customized review setups is not possible. The users are
relatively free to use the version three as they wish, but the review system
is relatively rigid. The ECHO system can be said to fulfill this principle to a
medium degree.
Support many paths and many styles
The system should support many paths, in the sense that users could cus-
tomize the way they use the software. In the testing phase all the users were
asked perform a set of tasks, which surely influence the way they experience
and worked with the system. However long term, they should be able to de-
velop their own style of working. Users are free to explore and customize the
system to fit their personal way of organizing their ideas. Uploading of music
files, creation of projects and versions with custom names is possible within
the system. The version tree structure, although limited, can be built in dif-
ferent ways by the users. Some users might explore a vertical level of their
projects, others may dig deep into one specific version and then backtrack. I
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will argue that the system supports custom paths to a medium degree.
The second requirement for this principle is that the application should sup-
port many styles. In the non-functional requirement (see Section 4.2.3), it was
stated that the system should give the user freedom to customize the visual
appearance of their application. Due to time limitations only a minimal level
of customization was implemented in the prototype. The application had the
option of two different color themes that the users could switch between. Fur-
ther development of this feature could have been to introduce a color picker to
let the user control exactly the look of the application.
Support collaboration
A creativity support system should support collaboration between the users
(see Section 2.3.4), the aim of the review functionality was to create a connec-
tion between the artist and listeners, so that the artist could evaluate what
versions to focus on based on feedback. This could lead to a collaborative ef-
fort between listener and artist. In iteration 2 the system had implemented the
basic functionality of the review system, and from user tests the review system
was appreciated by two of the five users. However the majority of the users
reported that it was difficult to maneuver to the section responsible for creat-
ing a review.
When the users eventually got a review of versions running, they got to see
how the review looked when it was published at the dashboard. The users
would also test functionality from the point of view of a listener, rating and
commenting on the system. The review system is in its first completed ver-
sion, just finished for the purpose of testing. More work should be done to
enable collaborative functionality, which was remarked by two of the expert
users (see Section 6.2.6).
I will argue that the system supports collaboration between artist and fans to
a medium degree at this point, but the system has potential to fulfill the prin-
ciple completely, when more collaborative options are implemented.
Support open interchange
As a creativity support tool, the ECHO system can only be said to fulfill this
principle to a low degree. Users do not have a possibility to use external plug-
ins, and only minimal interchange of project data can be transmitted, such as
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downloading audio files. Further development of the application could po-
tentially support uploading of music project files rather than just audio files.
In addition to this also the ability to embed music from other services such as
Soundcloud for example (see Section 2.5.2).
Make it as simple as possible and maybe even simpler
Through the development process of the application, a constant level of sim-
plicity has been kept, the second prototype was even more simplistic in how
users created new projects and versions than in the first iteration. In the first it-
eration a user had to first create a project and then figure out how to create the
first version, the user expressed some frustration since it was not clear where
the version should appear. In the focus group session (see Section 6.1.3) all of
the users agreed that creating a default version with no attached files would
be a good option, users could then click on the version and edit the default
title and description. The ECHO system can be said to fulfill this principle to
a medium degree, by enabling different functionalities and making it easy to
understand.
Choose black boxes carefully
Black boxes were chosen carefully in the ECHO system where the exchange of
information between the users and the system took place. Where the exchange
happened, most of the inner workings of the system were hidden. The user
could, for example, edit a text box and click submit, after which the system
would receive the data and process it further. If the PHP back-end experiences
errors, a message is sent back through the same steps. The result is that the
user only experience what is outside of the box. I would argue that the ECHO
system have a high degree of choosing black boxes carefully.
Invent things that you would want to use yourself
Through the development of the system I have included functionality that I
could see myself using as artist in addition to other user-suggested features.
Using the system myself to conduct a case study with my own fans was one of
my initial goals. I soon realized that it would result in an even longer iteration,
since the production time of a musical work can sometimes take months. I will
argue that the ECHO system fulfills this requirement to a high degree.
Balance user suggestions with observation and participatory processes
Through the development process, I sometimes found it hard to implement
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some of the changes suggested by the users. For example, implementing ex-
panding and collapsing menus in the project containing panel on the left, was
one of the user suggestions. The suggestion was considered and later imple-
mented, even though it was a demanding undertaking. I tried to tackle most
of the technical challenges, while balancing user suggestions with my own
ideas. The result are solutions that sometimes are not optimal but functional.
Throughout the development, I will argue that the ECHO system has a high
degree of balance between my own ideas, and user suggestions.
Iterate, iterate then iterate again
According to Resnick et al (Resnick et al., 2005), throughout the development
of a creativity support tool, several iterations must be expected. However only
two iterations of the system were executed, even though the number should
have been twice as many. Despite time restraints, the evaluation resulted in a
good overview of the usability of the system. The development of the proto-
type therefore has a low degree of compliance with this principle.
Design for designers
Designing for designers is hard, and in this case the designers are "musical de-
signers", or composers. As an artist, I can already see both the potential and
limitations of the system. Some of the limitations are held back by technical
ability, and other limitations are due to keeping the scope of the project at a
realistic level. However the development have resulted in a working proto-
type that acts as a creativity support tool for artists. In the current state, the
prototype can be said to fulfill this principle to a medium degree.
Evaluate your tools
The ECHO system have been evaluated using a combination of rigorously
tested methods such as focus group, interviews, user tests, SUS questionnaire
and task time measurements. These evaluations have culminated in a clear
list of features that was implemented, and also system errors that need to be
resolved for further development. The ECHO system can be said to fulfill this
principle to a high degree.
7.4 Answering Research Questions
Research Question 1: Is it possible to develop a creativity support tool that
gives content creators a better overview of their ideas?
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This research question addresses the problem of visualizing both in-progress
ideas as well as finished ideas. With finished ideas, we understand that it is
the versions produced and uploaded by an artist. Based on feedback from
expert interviews (see Section 6.2.6), users have exclaimed that the overview
functionality of the ECHO system is of personal interest to them. However,
users have pointed out that more functionality and better visualization in the
version tree would be desired.
The ECHO system has clearly given music creators a better way to keep an
overview of their ideas. It has given them a possibility to utilize the systems
functionalities, which was also shown in the evaluation.
Research Question 2: To what degree can a creativity support tool help con-
tent creators make easier choices, and decide which version to finalize?
This research question addresses the problem of determining if a creative prod-
uct have reached an appropriate level of quality (described in Section 2.1.4). It
is difficult to distinguishing between music versions, and to figure out which
ones have greater appeal to the majority of users. Some artists would prefer
not to answer this questions by themselves. The review system could help an-
swering the question regarding which version of music is best liked and worth
finalizing. Listeners and fans can influence the artist by giving ratings and
even comments. The ECHO system is a competent solution to this question,
by offering possibilities of reviewing versions. There is an expectation that
users should have some creative experience, and the capability to create con-
tent and refine it. It is up to the artist to give context to the data, and to spot
unobvious ideas (see Section 2.1.4) in order to fully utilize the system.
7.5 Research Limitation
The research has used rigorous methods to produce meaningful results, but
the thesis has a number of limiting factors. User testing was performed twice
throughout the development of the prototype, although ideally more iterations
could have been performed. The sample size of the user group involved in the
System Usability Scale evaluation, was 5, it was within the minimum recom-
mended limit of 3. According to (Tullis and Stetson, 2004) in order to reach 80%
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correct conclusion in a SUS test, a sample size of 10 would have been recom-
mended. Thus the validity of usability and learnability scores are informative
rather than fully reliable.
The research also do not make an attempt at measuring if it is possible to be
more creative with the ECHO system. The system is supporting the process of
creating the music, but not necessarily creativity itself. Measuring creativity is
still a concept being discussed by researchers. But according to Resnick et al
(see Section 2.3.12) it should still be possible to evaluate if a system can hinder
creative processes. Based on usability principles, the evaluation in this thesis




In this thesis the concept of creativity support tools was tested through the
development of a prototype which acted as a connection between artists and
listeners. How the prototype could be beneficial to artists deciding what ver-
sions of musical work to finalize, was the focus of the research. There were
two functionalities explored that support the artist in creating music: one was
to organize unfinished versions of music, and the other was to review and re-
ceive feedback from fans and listeners.
The development of the prototype was backed up by two standardized frame-
works. One is Design Science as a research heuristics, and the other one is
Shneiderman’s principles for creativity support tools. These two frameworks
ensured that the research was conducted in a rigorous way. Evaluation data
was acquired by means of qualitative and quantitative methods. The proto-
type was developed through two iterations, and the final prototype was eval-
uated through user testing. Individual interviews and the System Usability
Scale questionnaire, gave an indication that there was a potential and interest
in such a system. The final prototype of the ECHO system, supports the pro-
cess of creating music in a medium to high degree. The prototype however
does not address the creation process itself, the artist is expected to have the
prerequisite knowledge of how to create music. An artist, which is the user of
the system, has all freedom to work and create the content while the system
provides a sense of control and feedback from the users. Feedback captured
by the system, has a potential to influence the artist through ratings and com-
ments provided by users.
The system is not a finalized product, but in spite of certain limitations, it
shows this way of working with music could be valuable to some users. There
are similar commercial systems, but the novelty and advantage of this proto-
type is to keep the creative work process lean and without distractions.
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8.1 Future Research and Development
8.1.1 Further System Development
If the system was to be used commercially, and with a larger userbase, the
current dashboard where running reviews are displayed would have to be
revised. Ideally filtering and sorting functionality should have been imple-
mented, so that the users exploring and giving feedback, could also find music
based on what genres they are interested in. One more important overall fea-
ture that would have to be included in the system is a help page. Documenta-
tion that describes how different parts of the system work, would have to be
included to ensure that the difficulty threshold be kept at a low level.
In terms of security, functionality that prevents a user to make too many database
calls would need to be implemented. At the moment it is possible to cause a
distributed denial-of-service by utilizing a script that fills the database and
continuously makes Ajax calls.
8.1.2 Login, Registration and Users
In regards to storing user information such as passwords, Md5 hashing and
salting of passwords was not implemented into the current prototype. When
dealing with a potential large and growing userbase, storing passwords safely
in the database through md5 hashing and salting is mandatory. Since the sys-
tem will be handling and controlling potential sensitive information of unre-
leased music, security around users is important. There are a few useful solu-
tions to consider such as implementing password recovery through email, user
validation through email and a personal "my account" section of the system.
8.1.3 Version Tree and Core Functionality
Customization tools and options in the version tree should be implemented to
enable different ways to display the hierarchical structure of the version tree.
In order to give the users a wider range of ways to work with their projects,
more visual customization options on the overall system should be included
as well. General sorting functionality and filters should be implemented, both
in the version tree, and the project list on the left panel. For example, a user
might want to list projects by the date created, instead of order created in the
database.
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8.1.4 Review and Feedback
The Review and feedback functionality of the prototype should have more
options. Artist may want the review to be as open as possible, displaying track
names, ratings and comments by every user that has contributed. Currently it
is only the artist who sees all the ratings and comments submitted by the users.
Having more options on how to control the review should result in wider walls
and higher ceiling.
8.2 Further Research
The research conducted in this thesis does not address whether the ECHO sys-
tem can make an artist more creative or not. The system helps artists keep an
overview of their ideas and provide tools that enable a collaborative feedback
from listeners or fans. The aspect of measuring creativity itself should be left
to future projects and researchers in the cognitive and computer sciences. One
of the future directions would be to explore whether the ECHO system in its
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opplysninger som ligger til grunn for personvernombudets vurdering. Endringsmeldinger gis via et
eget skjema, http://www.nsd.uib.no/personvern/meldeplikt/skjema.html. Det skal også gis melding
etter tre år dersom prosjektet fortsatt pågår. Meldinger skal skje skriftlig til ombudet.
 
Personvernombudet har lagt ut opplysninger om prosjektet i en offentlig database,
http://pvo.nsd.no/prosjekt. 
 
Personvernombudet vil ved prosjektets avslutning, 01.06.2017, rette en henvendelse angående
status for behandlingen av personopplysninger.
 
Vennlig hilsen
Kontaktperson: Audun Løvlie tlf: 55 58 23 07
Vedlegg: Prosjektvurdering
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Informed​ ​consent​ ​form​ ​Echo​ ​system 
Request​ ​for​ ​participation​ ​in​ ​research​ ​project​ ​“Echo​ ​system” 
 
Institution​ ​responsible​ ​for​ ​research​ ​project:​ ​University​ ​of​ ​Bergen 
Project​ ​ending:​ ​01.12.2017 
Anonymization​ ​of​ ​data:​ ​01.12.2017 
 
Introduction 
Echo​ ​system​ ​is​ ​an​ ​abbreviation​ ​for​ ​“Expressive​ ​Creative​ ​History​ ​Overview”,​ ​The​ ​system​ ​will​ ​be​ ​a 
tool​ ​for​ ​musicians​ ​and​ ​potentially​ ​other​ ​types​ ​of​ ​artists​ ​to​ ​create​ ​and​ ​manage​ ​“versions”​ ​of​ ​their 
art.​ ​The​ ​tool​ ​will​ ​feature​ ​a​ ​overview​ ​over​ ​a​ ​project​ ​with​ ​versions​ ​and​ ​feedback​ ​sections.​ ​In 
addition​ ​to​ ​this​ ​there​ ​will​ ​be​ ​a​ ​feedback​ ​system​ ​built​ ​that​ ​will​ ​give​ ​the​ ​artist​ ​feedback​ ​on​ ​which 
version​ ​of​ ​the​ ​artwork​ ​could​ ​possibly​ ​be​ ​the​ ​“right”​ ​one.​ ​The​ ​Echo​ ​system​ ​extends​ ​the​ ​decision 
making​ ​in​ ​regards​ ​to​ ​the​ ​project​ ​from​ ​the​ ​artist’s​ ​standpoint​ ​out​ ​to​ ​the​ ​listeners​ ​or​ ​viewers​ ​of​ ​the 
art. 
 
What​ ​is​ ​the​ ​purpose​ ​of​ ​the​ ​study? 
The​ ​project​ ​has​ ​three​ ​research​ ​questions: 
 
1. “In​ ​what​ ​way​ ​can​ ​the​ ​ECHO​ ​system​ ​give​ ​content​ ​creators​ ​a​ ​better​ ​overview​ ​of​ ​their 
projects.” 
 
2. “Will​ ​the​ ​Expressive​ ​creation​ ​history​ ​overview,​ ​ECHO​ ​(working​ ​title)​ ​help​ ​creative​ ​content 
creators​ ​to​ ​have​ ​an​ ​easier​ ​choice​ ​on​ ​which​ ​version​ ​of​ ​a​ ​project​ ​to​ ​choose.” 
 
3. “Can​ ​the​ ​feedback,​ ​process​ ​and​ ​visualization​ ​given​ ​by​ ​the​ ​ECHO​ ​system​ ​help​ ​and​ ​give 
feedback​ ​to​ ​content​ ​creators​ ​in​ ​other​ ​creative​ ​fields​ ​than​ ​music.”  
 
What​ ​makes​ ​one​ ​eligible​ ​to​ ​participate​ ​in​ ​this​ ​focus​ ​group? 
You​ ​have​ ​general​ ​programming​ ​knowledge,​ ​and​ ​will​ ​give​ ​critical​ ​and​ ​constructive​ ​criticism 
towards​ ​the​ ​project.​ ​Although​ ​preferred,​ ​you​ ​will​ ​not​ ​be​ ​required​ ​to​ ​be​ ​creative​ ​yourself, 
objective​ ​criticism​ ​of​ ​the​ ​structure​ ​of​ ​the​ ​system​ ​is​ ​more​ ​important​ ​early​ ​on.  
Practical​ ​information 
If​ ​you​ ​agree​ ​to​ ​be​ ​in​ ​this​ ​study,​ ​you​ ​will​ ​be​ ​asked​ ​to​ ​do​ ​the​ ​following: 
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Appendix C
Focus Group Tasks and Questions
Focus​ ​group​ ​session​ ​for​ ​the​ ​Echo​ ​system 
 
Goal: 
To​ ​test​ ​and​ ​discuss​ ​the​ ​first​ ​iteration​ ​of​ ​the​ ​echo​ ​system​ ​prototype.​ ​To​ ​propose​ ​new​ ​and​ ​better 
functions​ ​for​ ​the​ ​system,​ ​changes​ ​that​ ​can​ ​be​ ​made​ ​in​ ​the​ ​next​ ​iteration. 
 
Method: 
1. Individual​ ​testing​ ​of​ ​software​ ​through​ ​specific​ ​tasks.  
2. Focus​ ​group​ ​where​ ​all​ ​participants​ ​will​ ​be​ ​asked​ ​to​ ​dicuss​ ​the​ ​tasks​ ​and​ ​further 
questions​ ​for​ ​improvement​ ​of​ ​the​ ​software.  
 
Tasks 
1. Register​ ​a​ ​new​ ​user 
2. Login​ ​to​ ​the​ ​system 
3. Try​ ​to​ ​make​ ​a​ ​new​ ​project. 
4. You​ ​have​ ​been​ ​given​ ​a​ ​number​ ​of​ ​versions​ ​of​ ​a​ ​song​ ​as​ ​individual​ ​files​ ​that​ ​you​ ​want​ ​to 
sort​ ​out​ ​in​ ​the​ ​system.​ ​Try​ ​to​ ​upload​ ​your​ ​files​ ​to​ ​the​ ​project. 
5. Try​ ​to​ ​make​ ​a​ ​new​ ​version​ ​and​ ​fill​ ​in​ ​information​ ​about​ ​the​ ​version. 
6. Try​ ​to​ ​play​ ​the​ ​uploaded​ ​file.  
7. Try​ ​to​ ​create​ ​a​ ​new​ ​version​ ​of​ ​a​ ​project​ ​attached​ ​to​ ​the​ ​previous​ ​version 
8. Try​ ​to​ ​change​ ​the​ ​color​ ​scheme​ ​of​ ​the​ ​system. 
9. Try​ ​to​ ​break​ ​the​ ​system 
 
Additional​ ​tasks​ ​may​ ​appear. 
 
Questions​ ​for​ ​group​ ​discussion 
Questions​ ​will​ ​be​ ​asked​ ​openly​ ​for​ ​all​ ​members​ ​to​ ​discuss.  
 
1. Explain​ ​how​ ​the​ ​login​ ​and​ ​registration​ ​​ ​went 
a. Is​ ​there​ ​anything​ ​that​ ​could​ ​have​ ​been​ ​done​ ​differently​ ​or​ ​changed​ ​in​ ​this​ ​regard? 
2. Explain​ ​how​ ​creating​ ​a​ ​new​ ​project​ ​worked​ ​out 
a. Is​ ​there​ ​anything​ ​that​ ​could​ ​have​ ​been​ ​done​ ​differently​ ​or​ ​changed​ ​in​ ​this​ ​regard? 
3. Explain​ ​your​ ​experiences​ ​of​ ​creating​ ​a​ ​new​ ​version​ ​of​ ​a​ ​project.  






                     Strongly       Strongly  
                     disagree        agree 
 
1. I think that I would like to  
   use this system frequently  
     
2. I found the system unnecessarily 
   complex 
     
 
3. I thought the system was easy 
   to use                        
 
 
4. I think that I would need the 
   support of a technical person to 
   be able to use this system  
 
 
5. I found the various functions in 
   this system were well integrated 
     
 
6. I thought there was too much 
   inconsistency in this system 
     
 
7. I would imagine that most people 
   would learn to use this system 
   very quickly    
 
8. I found the system very 
   cumbersome to use 
    
 
9. I felt very confident using the 
   system 
  
 
10. I needed to learn a lot of 
   things before I could get going 


















1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5




E.1 Final User Test Tasks
User​ ​test​ ​session​ ​for​ ​the​ ​Echo​ ​system 
 
Goal: 
To​ ​test​ ​and​ ​discuss​ ​the​ ​first​ ​iteration​ ​of​ ​the​ ​echo​ ​system​ ​prototype.​ ​To​ ​propose​ ​new​ ​and​ ​better​ ​functions 
for​ ​the​ ​system,​ ​changes​ ​that​ ​can​ ​be​ ​made​ ​in​ ​the​ ​next​ ​iteration. 
Method: 
1. Individual​ ​testing​ ​of​ ​software​ ​through​ ​specific​ ​tasks.​ ​While​ ​recording​ ​audio​ ​and​ ​screen. 
Tasks​ ​Artist 
1. Register​ ​a​ ​new​ ​user​ ​and​ ​Login​ ​to​ ​the​ ​system. 
2. Try​ ​to​ ​change​ ​the​ ​color​ ​scheme​ ​of​ ​the​ ​system. 
3. Try​ ​to​ ​make​ ​a​ ​new​ ​project. 
4. You​ ​have​ ​been​ ​given​ ​a​ ​number​ ​of​ ​audio​ ​files​ ​on​ ​the​ ​desktop​ ​of​ ​the​ ​computer​ ​that​ ​you​ ​want 
to​ ​sort​ ​out​ ​in​ ​the​ ​system.​ ​​Try​ ​to​ ​upload​ ​the​ ​audio​ ​files​ ​to​ ​the​ ​project. 
5. Try​ ​to​ ​edit​ ​the​ ​default​ ​version​ ​“ver​ ​1”,​ ​fill​ ​in​ ​title​ ​and​ ​description​ ​and​ ​audio​ ​file​ ​. 
6. Try​ ​to​ ​play​ ​the​ ​uploaded​ ​file​ ​on​ ​the​ ​version.  
7. Try​ ​to​ ​create​ ​a​ ​new​ ​version​ ​attached​ ​to​ ​the​ ​previous​ ​version​ ​you​ ​edited,​ ​fill​ ​in​ ​information​ ​and​ ​add 
audio​ ​file. 
8. Try​ ​to​ ​create​ ​a​ ​new​ ​review​ ​using​ ​the​ ​panel​ ​to​ ​the​ ​right.​ ​Add​ ​the​ ​two​ ​versions​ ​to​ ​the​ ​review​ ​panel. 
9. Pick​ ​start​ ​date​ ​and​ ​end​ ​date.​ ​Submit​ ​review​ ​and​ ​control​ ​that​ ​it​ ​exitst. 
10. Navigate​ ​to​ ​the​ ​review​ ​you​ ​just​ ​created​ ​and​ ​end​ ​the​ ​review. 
11. Delete​ ​a​ ​version. 
12. Delete​ ​audio​ ​files. 
13. Delete​ ​the​ ​project. 
Tasks​ ​Feedback​ ​giver 
1. Login​ ​with​ ​username​ ​“feed”​ ​and​ ​password​ ​“feed”. 
2. Go​ ​to​ ​the​ ​review​ ​page​ ​and​ ​pick​ ​a​ ​random​ ​review. 
3. Give​ ​feedback​ ​by​ ​commenting​ ​and​ ​rating​ ​each​ ​version 
 
Bonus​ ​tasks 
1. Login​ ​with​ ​username​ ​“bonus”​ ​and​ ​password​ ​“bonus”,  
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E.2 Task Time
Task​ ​time​ ​and​ ​completion  
Artist 
 
Task​ ​name time completed? 
Task​ ​1   
Task​ ​2   
Task​ ​3   
Task​ ​4   
Task​ ​5   
Task​ ​6   
Task​ ​7   
Task​ ​8   
Task​ ​9   
Task​ ​10   
Task​ ​11   
Task​ ​12   




Task​ ​name time completed? 
Task​ ​1   
Task​ ​2   




Task​ ​name time completed? 
Task​ ​1   
Task​ ​2   
 

